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U.S.S. SALT LAKE CITY (CA 25)

SHIP CHARAdTERISTICS

Building Yard: New York Shipbuilding Corporation.

Commissioned: 11 December 1929.

HULL

Length Overall: 585 feet 8 inches.
Length on Waterline: 570 feet 0 inches.
Beam (extreme): 65 feet 3 inches.
Depth (molded at side, to main deck, amidships):
34 feet 1/4 inch.
Drafts at time of test: Fwd. 19 feet 8 inches.

Aft. 20 feet 10 inches.
Standard displacement: 9,100 tons.
Displacement at time of test: 12,060 tons.

MAIN PROPULSION PLANT

Main engines: Four sets of H.P. and L.P. turbines.
One set per shaft. Type: Parson Turbines. Mfg. by
New York Shipbuilding Corporation.
Reduction Gears: Four sets, single reduction. Mfg.
by De-Laval.
Main Condensers: Four installed in ship.
Boilers: Eight installed in ship. Type: White-Foster.
Steam press. 300 psi gauge. Temp. 4220 F.
Propellers: Four installed.
Main shafts: Four installed.
Turbo Generators: Four installed in ship. 250 K.W.
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TECHNICAL IN~SPECTION REPORT

OVERALL SUTMMARY

I. Target Condition After Test.

(a) Drafts after test; list; general areas of flooding,
sources.

The drafts of the ship are unchanged, i.e., 19' 6"1
forward, and 20' 6"2, aft. A pre-test list of 1/2 degree to port is
also changed.

The flooding occurred in the inner bottom tank,
C -909 -F ,apparently through an opened seam from the'sea.

(b) Structural damage.

HULL

Light topside structure is damaged extensively.
Both stacks are demolished. The principal structural damage is
to the main deck. Maximum deflection of the deck is 16 3/4 inches
at frame 66.

MACHINERY

Both stacks were completely severed at their
bases. The forward one fell overboard, the after one fell over or.
the deck to starboard. There was some distortion of uptakes,
especially above the main level. Casings were blown out on all
boilers. A leg of the crane tripod mast was bent, probably by be-
Ing struck by the after stack as it fell over. Deflection of bulk-
heads through which the crane control shaft passes caused it to
bind. Several firemain risers and some small pipe lines were
damaged by deflection of the suipporting structures.

ELECTRICAL

Not observed.

SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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(c) Operability.

HULL

The main drive and auxiliary machinery all appear
to be in good condition. However, all boileisare damaged to varying
degrees. None are in condition to light off. (Repairs requiring five
days were necessary before boiler No. 6 could be lighted off).

Some electrical circuits above the main deck are
grounded. Electrical equipment and circuits below the main deck are
in good condition.

Ship control facilities are cperable. The after
main and AA directorscan be repaired within 2'! hours, but the for-
ward main and AA directors will require Navy Yard repairs.

Eight inch mounts 3 and 4 have no apparent
damage. Mounts 1 and 2 are operable but In each, the left trunnion
support is distorted and forced outward, causing misalignment of
the bearing and excessive side thrust clearance. This may cause
trouble under repeated firing of the guns.

Radio and radar antennae supports are exten-
sively damaged. Enclosed electronic equipment has received
minor or no damage.

MACHINERY

The casings of all boilers were blown out, the for-
ward ones more than the after ones. Smoke indicators were damaged
and moderate damage was done to the boiler brickwork. Both stacks
were knocked of. Uptakes were distorted at their upper ends.
Suction flappers of all forced draft blowers were bent. A large sheet
aluminum dust pan under a ladder exposed to blast pressure fell on
the aluminum vent cap of #3 main reduction gear, breaking the cap.
A few minor leaks were started in #1 evaporating plant. The crane
was damaged structurally. One motor whale boat was smashed and
the engine fell out, damaging it. Several firemain risers and some
small steam lines connected to radiators broke.

SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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ELECTRICAL

Electrical damage affected ship control by the loss
of engine order, steering, and shaft revolution telegraphs on the navi-
gation bridge. Electrical power supply circuits to gunn~ery and fire cont-
rol were not affected.

11. Forces Evidenced and Effects Noted.,

(a) Heat.

HULL

Heat radiation came from an elevation of about
30 degrees and relative bearing of 230 degrees. Exposed paint has been
cha~rred. Manila and cotton lines are charred one thread deep.

MACHINERY

Except for blistered paint on the port side of ex-
posed deck machinery, there was no evidence of heat on machinery or
In machinery spaces.

ELECTRICAL

A wave of radiant heat struck the vessel from
about 240 degrees relative bearing. The heat was of sufficient in-
tensity to blister and char painted surfaces directly exposed, and
to Ignile fabric on the main deck aft.

(b) Fires and Explosion~s.

HULL

Minor fires occurred in exposed cotton chaffing mats
on the weather deck, aft and burned the wooden deck below. Onr the super-
structure deck, aft, straw and wood shavings from a wrecked packing
case burned. No explosion occurred..

MACHINERY

There was no evidence of fires or explosions.
SECRET USS SALT LAKE CrrY (CA25)
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F.LECTRIC AL

No eIecLrical equ-ipment iwas damagod 5y fir'.

(c) Shock.

HIHILL

Shock danmaged ixi~rureriW ;nd .aaund d .,a ... c:-'
Instrument foundaLions in W.e staperstruct!ie,

MACHINERY

No damage was foimd that. coaUd be atxtr.uted t
shock.

E.11-,I E.' , TIRIC AL

Lack of general breakage wil.,ilg •,, cp
it doubtful If shock was present, although shattering of Lms~rumx ri
glass on navigation bridge and spilling of mercury from both rI ster
gyros could have been caused by shock.

(d) Pressure.

HULL

Blast pressure is the major cause of d.aamag& to
this ship. The principal datmage is the severe dofiec~loj oli 01(-& ,ma'
deck between the forward and after deckhouses, and :' btu..akiig of
the stanchions below. The pressure was downward and irom the
port quarter. Critical plating thickness seems to be abouit i.C#
plate.

MAC Hla-,TRY

Blast pressure. and deflection of d:•.•and "
heads resulting from blast pressure, caused a( l d•i•rage to rachinery/
The blast apparently came from slightly forward of the port beam.

fJB3 Al,'f L.AKE C-11"'~~(A5
SECRET L C "
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ELECTRICAL

A wave of pressure struck the vessel from about
240 degrees relative bearing. The pressure was sufficient to break
the aluminum yokes on both 24" searchlights located above the sig-
nal bridge, and to break off both aluminum pelorus stands on the
navigation bridge.

(e) Any effects apparently peculiar to the Atom Bomb.

HULL

An effect peculiar to the Atom Bomb is the
radiant, directional heat.

MACHINERt

Blast pressure of this magnitude at the range of
the SALT LAKE CITY from an explosion is believed to be peculiar
to the Atom Bomb.

ELECTRICAL

The radiant heat is the only apparent effect!
peculiar to the Atomic Bomb.

ME. Effects of damage.

(a) Effect on propulsion and ship control

HULL

The ship is immobilized by boiler damage.

Ship control is lost by disruption of electrical
power and short circuited wiring in the superstructure.

MAC HINERY

All boiler power was lost. It is estimated that
48 to 72 hours would be required for temporary repairs by the "D'S
SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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force to enable one boiler to be steamed at a low rate. No motive
power would have been available until after extensive repairs to
boilers, uptakes, and stacks.

The only effect on ship control insofar as machinery
is concerned, would have been limitation of power. The diesel gene-
rators and emergency diesel steering equipment were not damaged and
were fully operable after Test A.

ELECTRICAL

Ship propulsion was not affected. Ship control
was affected by loss of engine order shaft revolution and steering
telegraphs on the open navigation bridge.

(b) Effect on gunnery and fire control.

HULL

The use of AA and main battery directors is lost,
some temporarily. The majority of optical equipment and all fire
control antennae are disabled.

MACHINERY

No comment.

ELECTRICAL

There was no electrical damage.

(c) Effect on watertight integrity and stability.

HULL

"The effect on watertight integrity and stability ts
"negligible.

MACHINE{•Y

No comment.
SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY' (..,...)
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ELIECTRICAL

Electrically there was no effect.

(di) Effect on personnel and habitability.

HULL

Casualties to men In exposed positions would pro-
bably have been high. Habitability, topside, would be curtailed by
radioactivity. Fresh water would have to be supplied to the ship.

MAC HMlERY

it Is estimated that there would have been a high
percentage of casualties among fireroom personnel. It is not believed
that any other casualties would have occurred among personnel below
decks. Casualties among exposed personnel would have been high.
Habitability would have been greatly impaired by loss of steam power.

ELECTRICAL

Electrical damage had no effect on personnel or
habitability of the vessel.

(e) Total effect'on fighting efficiency.

HULL

It Is estimated that the fighting efficiency Is re-
duced to negligible proportions. This Is primarily due -to loss of
steam and damage to fire control equipment. This leaves only the
turrets in operation by local control and power from emergency
diesel generators.

MACHIINERY

The effect on fighting efficiency from a machinery
viewpoint was complete loss of steam power, the limitation of elect-
ric power to that furnished by the emergency diesel generators.

SECRET USS. SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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ELECTRICAL -

The fighting efficiency of the vessel was only
slightly impaired by electrical damage.

IV. General Summary of Observers' Impressions and Conclusions.

HULL

If this ship had been engaged In combat at the time
of damage, its condition would be serious due to the loss of power and
damage to fire control equipment. From a structural standpoint how-
ever, darnage is not serious. The effect on stability and watertight
integrity is negligible. The effect on longitudinal strength is slight.

MACHINERY

Stacks in good condition would probably not have
been knocked off but would undoubtedly have been severely damaged.
The stacks of the SALT LAKE CITY were badly corroded before
Test A.

ELECTRICAL

The vessel was subjected to sufficient damaging
forces for the electrical equipment to be given a fair test of its
ruggedness and suitability for use under such conditions. The only
exception is the weakness of cast aluminum as a material for sup-
porting columns.

V. Preliminary, General or Specific Recommendations of
Inspection Group.

"HULL

The overall loss in fighting efficiency which the
ship has suffered could be materially decreased by changes in radar 2
foundations and smokepipe design. Ten pound plate should be main-
tained as a minimum in exposed areas wherever possible. Overhangs
should be avoided.

SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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MACHINERY

Boilers, uptakes, and stacks should be made nmore
resistant to blast pressure.

ELECTRICAL.

It is recommended that cast aluminum be dls-
continued as a material for instrument cases and supporting columns.

I',

SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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TECHNICAL INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION I -HULL

GENERAL SUMMARY OF HULL DAMAGE

I. Target Condition After Test.

(a) Drafts after test; list; general areas of flooding; sources.

The drafts of the ship ar~e unchanged, i.e., 19' 6", forward,
and 20' 6" aft. A pre-test list of 1/2 degree to port is also unchanged.

The only flooding occurred in the inner bottom tank, Ci.909-F,
apparently through'an opened seam from the sea.

(b) Structural damage.

Light topside structure is damaged extensively. Both stacks
are demolished. The principal structural damage is to the main deck.
Maximum deflection of the deck is 16 3/4 inches at frame 66.

(c) Operability.

The main drive and auxiliary machinery all appear to be in
good condition. However, all boilers are damaged to varying degrees.
None are in condition t. light off. (Repairs, requiring five *days were
necessary before boiler No. 6 could be lighted off).

Some electrical circuits above the main deck are grounded.
Electrical equipment and circuits below the main deck are in good con-.
dition.

Ship control facilities are operable. The after main and AA
directors can be repaired within 24 hours, but the forward main and
AA directors will require Navy Yard repairs.

SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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Eight inch mounts 3 and 4 have no apparent damage.
Mounts 1 and 2 are operable but in each, -the left trunnion sup-
port is distorted and forced outward, causing misalignment of
the bearing and excessive side thrust clearaitce. This may cause
trouble under repeated firing of'the guns.

Radio and radar antennae supports are extensively dam-
aged. Enclosed electronic equipment has received minor or no
damage.

IL Forces Evidenced and Effects Noted.

(a) Heat.

Heat radiation came from an elevation of about 30 degrees
and relative bearing of 230 degrees. Exposed paint has been charred.
Manila and cotton lines are charred one thread deep.

(b) Fires and explosions.

Minor fires occurred in exposed cotton chafing mats on the
weather deck, aft and burned the wooden deck below. On the super- V

structure deck, aft, straw and wood shavings from a wrecked pack-..
ing case burned. No explosion occurred.

(c) Shock.

Shock damaged instruments and caused failure of hinstru-,t

ment foundations, in the superstructure.

S(d) Pressure.

Blast pressure is the major cause of damage to this ship.
The principal damage is the severe deflection of the main deck be-
tween the forward and after deckhouses, and the buckling of the staf,-
chions below. The pressure was downward and from the port quarter.
Critical plating thickness seems to be about 10# plate.

SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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(e) Any effects apparently peculiar to the Atom Bomb.

An effect peculiar to the Atom Bomb is the radiant, direct-;
lonal heat.

MI. Effects of damage.

(a) Effect on propulsion and ship control.

The ship is immobilized by boiler damage.

Ship control is lost by disruption of electrical power and
short circuited wiring in the superstructure.

(b) Effect on gunnery and fire control.

The use of AA and main battery directors is lost, some
temporarily. The majority of optical equipment and all fire con-
trol antennae are disabled.

(c) Effect on watertight integrity and stability.

The effect on watertight integrity and stability is negligible.

(d) Effect on personnel and habitability.

Casualties to men in exposed positions would probably have
been high. Habitability, topside, would be curtailed by radioactivity.
Fresh water would have to be supplied to the ship.

(e) Total effect on fighting efficiency.

It is estimated that the fighting efficiency is reduced to neg-
ligible proportion. This is primarily due to loss of steam and damage
to fMe control equipment. This leaves only the turrets in operation by
local control and power from emergency diesel generators.

SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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IV. General Summary.

If this ship had been engaged in combat at the time of dam-
age, its condition would be serious due to the loss of power and dam-
to fire control equipment. From a structural standpoint however,
damage is not serious. The effect on stability and watertight integ-
rity is negligible. The effect on longitudinal strength is slight.

V. Any Preliminary Recommendations.

The overall loss in fighting efficiency which the ship has
suffered could be materially decreased by changes in radar found-
ations and smokepipe design. Ten pound plate should be maintained
as a minimum in exposed areas wherever possible. Overhangs should
be avoided.

IV

SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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Instructions for Loading the Vessel Specified the Following:

ItemLodn
/.'iiiJFuel Oil Minimum

Diesel Oil Minimum
Ammunition 10%
Potable and reserve feed water Full load
Salt water ballast 1600 tons
"Gasoline None

Details of the actual quantities of the various items aboard
A are Included in Report 7, Stability Inspection Report, submitted by

the ship"s force In accordance with "Instructions to Target Vessels
for Tests and Observations by Ship's Force" issued by the Director
of Ships Material. This report is avialable for Inspection in the
Bureau of Ships Crossroads Files.

hr. !i1l

AA

SECRET UJSS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF HULL DAMAGE

A. General Description of Hull Damage.

(a) Overall condition of vessel.

The smokestacks are demolished, stick masts bent,
and lifelines displaced. Superstructure bulkheads and doors are
distorted. Exposed ladders are twisted and displaced. The paint
on exposed surfaces is scorched.

The main deck has sustained a major deflection be-
tween bulkheads 61 and 71 1/2 with resultant buckling of stanchions
below. There are also areas of minor dishing aft. There is no hull
damage below the second deck, except for a leak in innerbottom tank
C-909-F.

General views of the exterior are shown on pages 2
to 17 , inclusive. ih~e principal feaLur' o6 ciamage are shown on
Jiagrazn, page 82.

(b) General areas of hull damage.

The general areas of hull damage are the exposed parts
of the superstructure, the smokestacks and the weather deck, especial-
ly at amidships.

(c) Apparent causes of hull damage in each area.

The apparent cause of hull damage is a pressure wave
of fairly high intensity and a definite directional effect.

(d) -Principal areas of flooding with sources.

Flooding of the innerbottom tank C-909-F, may have
resulted from a flexure of the ships girder.

SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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()Residual sti'engti14 buoyancy and effect of general
condi~tion of bull an operability.

The main deck~ has a small tear at the aft inboard
corner of the engine room. starboard exhaust vent at framen 62.
The major dishling and this tear impair the ships. strength about
2 % In hogging and 5% In sagging. The tear can be easily'repalred
bY the ships. force but In the preoent conditiona it is potentially
dangerous~ as a lnitlatimi point for a progressive tdard

The a~m~t of bu~ncy lost bythe floodinrgofthe
1Inerbottom. tank is Uelgbe Z aused no noticeable change in
the ship's drats,

Effect ofhall danage on operability Is negligible
(bor effect of damage to stacks- see machinery reports). 1,Displaced
life lines constitute a personnel hazard and temporary obstruction
of main. deck~ port? passagewa~ at frame 90 impair's accesdblbmty.

B,. Superstrutuire (excbaalve of g=-wmimts).

(a) On the 8'" director platforin the port after quadrant
of4he shield Is dished aniaxiumimof 24 Inches. The welds at the
bottoms of two stiffeners have. falled. There is approximately six
Inches clearance between the shield and the st~ool at the point of

yZ minimim clearance4.

On the lookout platform the alfter buiward Is bent for-
ward a-m zmiof six, nches about two feet to the port of the cen-.

The search,10s nthe 24Inch sea~rblightplatform~
*top of tho radar room. at frame 4e are both broken at the base ring.
'The port, searchlight Is. hang!ng In place and leaning against the hand-
-'rAll. C~hoto 1880-5, page 18). The starboArd searchlight has, been
vlrown down to the naYr~atlzg bridge level. In fall1ng this has bent the
hunOAU about eight idce~s.,

~ > .'SXCRT - aLT L~ANE CITY (CA25)
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Also on top of the navlgatdW bridge deck house a
sheet. metal box at the after starboard leg of the tripod Is dished,
vn the after and Inboard sides. Ladders to. the, lodkout platf~rm
have pads to the 5 Ub. plating of the top.,of the navigating bridge
hous~e. The port pad of both port alid starboar'd ladders tore 6
Inch, by 2. Inch triangular -aeetlois- fromm the ýpla~tforms Both ladders
haVe been blown crlear and faleato leyve-s b~elo'w4 The-starboard
'hadraUi s bentkoatboard..

On the 5 Inch AA director- level,, paint Where not
Ahl1eldedl, is -scorched. The 5 Inch director mount at fram~e 40 Is
scorched and the radar screen Is ruined. (Photo 1719-11, page 19),,
Both rmils of the after handrail are broken at. the centerline where
they Vtere struck by ladders falling as noted above.

The, bImiacle platform, frmmes 4 9 to .51, b"s light
wambboard dI shng, 'Th~ere Is 1/2 to 1. Inch dishing ar-Ovnd the radar
room. Tha a~fter and port fam-s 'of the deckhous'e also have some
-Was~ilbard di'ahli a-ad paWn~ scorched. Te vent motor cover and 'a
tahk located oni the after panel of the househave been lifted from
their supports, apparentay by blast. The 'whip aztenna at the'star-
board, after corner of the deck house Is bent shrirply 85 degrees In
the direction of the blast._ .(Photo 1 860-6,' page 20)

'The 20MI& gus at fame 47 are uadanaiegd but their,
protective grease coating bas been carbonized. 'The port sido of 'the
port gun shield has been dished about 1/2 Inch at the top*

':Me outboard faces of the two port ready service boxes
at frambs 41 and 42 1/2 are -dished about 1, V1/2tches. 'A sheet motal

* box screened by the gVm mopnat is undamaged.

On the havigatioil 4ridge level the glaass 1n the windshield
forwrd-at fraknze 38,UI roe and taIrax~sa ate bent.' MPoto 1729-8,
page31).AX sides cif tho radio direc tion fltdtrbowfae'4 /

-to 42s, Are. dished. `T~he port side has a' m axi mum dish -of six Inches, 'The1~ukhed dor at frame 424is. dtshed about 4 Inches.k The dr l open
but is no longer, tight.* *The rort bulkhead of the'40MM clipping room.
and tho navigating officer's emergency cabin, 1s dished fro=. five to

~'x nces.-The.-palat- is badly scorched. .Pioo 186.0,, page, 22)

:SEMETB USSALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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~1~* b~0 ~bakIed iath dpou Is~-O id~ltot-d bu

d18ami th O AI~z istzi t'wl (t mdg PhoftO, 189040, 11

.9:.

Th :POrt figb% 3?~U&,ed atd blodk am trans,,;:,
~er~e ~a~w mathfre 51. 'Ths atozboard tabag ~

* badI~ d~*a i, nd hazigp vr the after z. Wa1i. '(Pb*t '1869011

ITh f ard feoft iasakrai 50. is
scoh~d Te wathZ~tight dO'W Is zwo 1-ig d tIg t bu-

Vfl 408e, "This Is. probablyr the'result. of blast .0icI~ rn
teinerge y cabls. Th#,'p~zt aud after -Idea-. (bron cze) Are dig-

Ized~beut iz ~ Ther~*eted~onieelontbA theeerhead, beat=I
hasan1*ip~"a-Uume. X,00 býan.= dee3 Jai bulged abott

Oi~ he ~ r~y pat~x'mthe, dec# -has -,*"hboaxrddi~h~On$ *e polbadothedck uei d dcVz'tem
I~ltnwxm1~ f t~eeb3~c~s Ahoo 1860-7, page 27, 'The

Via )0±' 'ie s di~stoztdCht pg3) h
- at b~~khad lhea 48 oftha 'cdiooihso bas Severe:waShb6a d

9M.xe~ aJ t h ~e eo'*er 0an'. The aver bage dis .

~t~etI~pi~ledtue p:IAUig A9 from, cae rh-ead 1oxigjtttdija, an
1~vrt~ w~1esan ~t~ae4a smalt tlear, At tUz lower exrex-it.

~Ph~o±86-$pag33).o Thf~othe starboard I'dder~at ame ;

MOPi 4dd~pa~d Ott6 aftedprtadp#sides. ofthe-clck-.
Vh~~ 'Th~z~ e, Pai~t, en the starboard l e anri ~
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On thaecommnilcatloi platform, starboardf ', ý gun
shield of. 10 Iplate Is, defleeted',uthoaad ELia mnximuiu~o orlc
between fram~es 42 au&d49, The deItactki is prineipafly iA tho tomxz
ol a diagonal wrinke with tOw high point forwardS. 7he shield is di shed

U~iiy, d. the top edge scalloped,, alt to frame, 55,. Cphoto 1894-:.
2,1page 34 )* fitiffeters welded t* U* dec atframw 4S, 45 an 'd 63
have Laidled. latermittent weld.a alatc the Inboard face of the sheld
rem8±n 13tact. The 25 J1b. plate. curved htwaserse shield at frame

4 a mis1ldly twisted. The stiffealez on. the 25 1b. plate shield at fr ame
40is badly distorted. The su~pporting beam und~er this portion- of the

ahield Is distorted~ and tilted. The 25. 1b alter shield, framnes 52 to
54 l~s been bent by the forwar~d smokestack. as It wei~t overboard
(Photo- 1860-4, pas. 26). Th~s shoWn by the scraped pint ca the,
iltor side of the shield. The starboard deck house anid deck are Aorymn-l
While the after bulkhead of. We- deak house haz m3ild washboard dish-
Ing. The'as ~oard ladder a± frav~e 48 1/2 is bn-Ily damaged sid. Is
jot uzeaJ~e. Cphoto 1894-1J, pap. Z5 Paint Isesorched.

On the ao~mic.ln platform,, porto the deck is
nilldly wrinkled a~ppraxlmateJv two feet oi,±oard of the deckboufe
betivoen frmxes 40 aud 47 and paint is scorched where exp o~d.
(Pbhot 1898*40, page 36). The port -A'or to the 20MM elippbr.
MoO~M.b I .4enblownoff. Ohoto 1896-9, page 87 ).,'The side Of
*arret #2 Is soorched except for a s.axtara that was shielded from.
the blast b~y the,20)LM Can shield. .. Photo 1896.411, page 38 ). The
30# aeckhou~se side plaftig Is undampged except for scorched palnt'
an~d broken glass It air ports. The 20UMA g=n shield at tramea 42.
to 4.3 lz. beytt lorward at the upe Inboard corner~ The beam minr-
peal iabad. dsorted one foot I oard of the deck edge, anid the
outb~ard c6zmecting bolt Is mLssing. The 10 1b. gun shleY along
the d1eok edse has mdilvW~md dishing aft to frame 50 butiit Is
no~t aas evsvely. damaged. as the. starboad shield. -Thie stiffener at
Vframa 45 has a cracked veld at the flange c~nection to the deek.
Between frame. 50 atd 55 the shield has a smooth geateral deflect-o
1,01.4tabou~t12 In~b a maximum at the-top (photo 1894-3;,page 39).

Th* enorat frame .53 Is badly distorted. The after~ ghiqld (25 3b.
plate) at frames 52 to 54 has sc~orched paint but Is otherwise undam-
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Ing through the edge of the plating. The forward bulkhead of the
deckhouse hWs washboard dishing of up to two inches magnitude.
The door c f'tb port side of this bulkhead is dished about 4 Inches.

N CPhoto 1866-4, page 53), The door just to- the port of the center-
line is dihed 3/4 of ,an Inch and the starboard door ls dished 11/2
Inches, The port bulkhead is allg sorched but otherwise Uddam-
aged except for a 12inch tear at 1ame'50 In the plating below the
a4r Intake louVres. The transverse bulwark at fti.me 81 is 5 feet
high. It is washboarded the entire width. The 9 Inch doaming at
the entrance is twisted out of line three Inches, The starboard ex-
taut ventilating trtmk (engine room) frames 61-62, Iys nildly dished
on the port and alter faces. The entire trnk is torn from. the deck
by pulling the 3/4 inch ,rivets through the bouadIn; angle. (Photo*1894-,
12, page 54.).

The mast at frame s88 1/2'Is bent forward and to stara-
boaod in a smooth curve. The horizontal displacement of the top is
estimated to be 15 feet. (Photo 1868-8 and 1729-10, pages 55 and'

On the alter'searchlight platform there are 36 Inch.
seareblights at frame 83 1/2 part and starboard facing aft. The port
searchlight is undamaged. The lens of the starboard light Is shattered.
The deck plating is undamaged. Two signal flag boxes at frame
89 are knocked over and wrecked with the contents streft -on -the deck.

'The equipment In the secondary cormIng station Is scat-.
tered. One table leg has been broken, appaiently by shoeck. The radio
room equipment 'is undamaged except for one broken table leg and a bent
cantflever' tyPe telephone support. These are also apparently the result
of hock.' 9-pmeit In the alter fire dotroi tower, traie 98 to 108 is
not Visibly dammaed.

The port bulwark, trames 88 to 90, at the radio room level
whas ,een blowA against the side of the housing and is bent and to=.
ight fbat stiffeners ¢ the out~bard side biokied and were inf-

ae#OfeO1. Mhe bulwark aft is blown in at a 60 degree angle on thes
port side. This dwindles to a minor' dcih at the starboasd xremity, =t;
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The starboard bulwark, although shielded from direct blast is de-
flected 4 inches to starboard. The forward bulkhead (ulkhead 83)
of the secondary conning station although shielded, has an overall
dis1k with the maximum of 2 inches being near the port bulkhead.
The port plaing has a 1/2 inch dish with and In way of the door fr-
ame at frame 85. Paint on the port side of the house is blistered,

On the director platform, the door in the port bulk-
head of the plotting room has been blown inboard one inch past the
door frame and is Immed shut. Paint on the bottom of the.direct-

or platform is flaked"iff extensively. This is apparently due to shock
rather than heat.

The number 2 /(ack Is broken and knocked down onto ,
the deck at an angle of apprjxlmately 80 degrees relative to the ship's
centerline. Riveted seamsyfailed extensively by rivets tearlig througb

I of the plating and, by rivet shear. (Photos 1719-10, 1868-10
and 12, pages 57, 58 and 59 ). In falling, the stack struck and
bent the starboard after leg of the tripod support for the•.e.plane crane
aL. frame 75 1/2. The leg is bent about 10 degrees, but the crane re-
mains operable. (Photos 1869-4 and 1719-10, pages 26 and 57)o

On the cuperstructure deck the incinerator uptake at
frame 82 1/2 has been pulled loose from the incinerator and the lag-
ging knocked off the lower two feet of pipe, The riveted connection
to the deck of the after leg of the port, longitudinal, partial bulkhead
from bulkhbad 88 forward failed as a result of vertical tension. The
port edge of bulkhead 88 is also pulled up 2 inches from the deck. This
failure extended inboard nearly to the ships centerline with diminishing
separation. On the starboard side of the centerline, bulkhead 88 has a
compression buckle at the deck which increases in severity towards the
starboard, partial longitudinal bulkhead. The after. Ieg of this is also buc-
kled at the deck. This would indicate that the after part of the structure
of the secondary conning station, generator room, radio room and 36 in-
ch searchlight platform, has been tipped to starboard by the blast.

At frame 89, there are single 4 inch pipe stanchions
immediately port and starboard of the centerline for support of the
overhanging spotters platform. The port stanchion pulled away from
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the deck. The starboard stanchion deck connection is intact and the
deck pulled upward in a local bulge. The damage to these two stan-
chions is apparently the result of blast reflected from the deck and
bulkhead 88 combined with the tipping of the entire after part of the
structure as described above.

The 5 inch ready service lockers forward of frame
92 are structurally intact. The light outer plating of the sun shield
is distorted and seams have failed. But the doors and inner shell
are undamaged.

The ladder to the director platform on the forward
leg of the supporting tripod has pulled up tearing out patches of the
deck plating. The ladder is deflected to starboard. The stays are
badly distorted but intact. The ladder at frame 101 to the port side
of the director platform has been blown entirely loose and is lying
twisted and distorted on the deck. (Photo 1868-6, page 60 ). The
ladder on the starboard side is bent sharply forward at the bottom
of the director platform. At the forward extremity of the platform,
it bends sharply down and to port. The lower end Is left hanging in
the air at the ships centerline 6 feet above the superstructure deck.

The bulwark along the port side between frames 196
f and 100 is deflected 10 inches to starboard at the top, near the after

or unsupported end. The forward end is welded to the engine room ex.
haust cowling.

The 20MM clip room between frames 100 and 102, starboard,
is undamaged except for scorched and blistered paint.

The deck plating has localized buckles of approximately
2 inches magnitude between frames 92 and 104. In way of one buckle
at frame 93 near the centerline, a welded seam failed fQr a length of
6 inches. The deck below turret number 3 is dished about 1 inch be-
tween frames. Paint on the deck is blistered and scorched where ex-
posed to the blast.
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1.J

The starbpard longitudinal bulkhead of the port pas-
sageway is undamaged aft to frame 84 where both. sections of the
divided door Into the officer's galley, C-103-L, have begn torn off
by the blast and blown forward along the passageway. One door
struck the battery box at fraiiie 8Q on the starboard bulkheadof the
passageway. This battery supplies emergency power for the 5 inch
guns. The battery box is crushed and the battery smashed. One of
the doors also punctured the port longitudlnal bulkhead, making a
triangular hole 3 inahes on a side. The doors came to rest on the
deck at frame 75. At frame 87 the plating is weakened by, a 26 by
29 Inch cutout, (englne room air supply). This allowed a local de-
flection of approximately 1 inch. The 5 lb. coaming has a crack 1 3/4
inches deep.

The officer's galley and crew"s galley are in one com-
part)ment, C-103-L, between the port and starboard passageways and
bulkheads 83 and 88. The equipment is strewn about. Transverse
beama at frames 85 and 86 show strain by cracked paint 6 feet to star-
board of centerline. The buckle is barely discernable by eye6

The inboard (port) bulkhead of the shipfitter's shop,
starboard outboard compar,,tment, between bulkheads 74 and 81, is
deflected outboard at the overhead five inches. (Photo 1867-1, page
B6s ). The overhead connection failed. It is the same as that of
the carpenter shop bulkhead described above. Equipment and gear
adjacent to this bulkhead In the shipfitter shop and In the passageway
is displaced and thrown on deck. (Photos 1867-1 and 2, pages 63 and
64 ). This bulkhead is also the starboard bulkhead of the starboard
passageway sit to frame 92. It is dished to starboard about 1/2 inch
at mid-height aft to the divided door into the issue room. (starboard
side) at frame 86. The lower section of this is dished five inches, and
the upper., one Inch. Centered at frame 88 is also an area of dishing with
a longitudinal extent of 84 inches and a maxlmanm dish of four inches.

The boat engine repair room, extreme starboard com-
partmeat, between bulkheads 8$ and 92, has an access in bulkhead 92
through a aslding door. This has been blown loose and partially into
the compartment, It is bent approximately 20 degrees on a diagonal
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/I
line. A system of 1 Inch by 1/8 inch flat bar stLffene.c-z on the afterside was ineffectual. (Photo 1867-3, page 66 ).

Transverse bulkhead 97 and its watertight door are
dished aft. (Photo 1867-4, page 66 ). The port side of the deck hous-
Ing between bulkheads 97 and 104 Is dished between frames, a maxi-
mum of two Inches. The door at frame 99 is dished. The paint is
scorched and blistered. The comparable bulkhead to starboard is
undamaged except for slightly scorched paint.

Securing screws for the air port In the port side of
bulkhead 104 are missing. Immediately outboard of the port an old
weld between the deck housing and the ventilation duct failed. (Photo
1868-1, page 6K ).

The port bulkhead (angled) between transverse
bulkheads 104 and 113 is mildly dished between frames. The doors
-at-frames 110 and 112 are dished. The comparable bulkhead to star-
board is undamaged except for slightly scorched paint.

The overhead in the crews washroom, D-102-C is
dished about 2 inches. (Photo 1868-2, page 68 ).

(b) Causes of damage in each area.

Damage in most areas is directly attributable to the
air blast. Damage to the port bulkhead of the port passageway on the
main deck Is due partially to reflected blast wave from the inboard
bulkhead and partially to a funnelling effect in the passageway.

Damage to the airport in the port side of bulkhead
104 is apparently due to defraction of the blast wave.

(c) Evidence of fire in superstructure.

Immediately aft of turret number 3 on the super-.
structure deck are several wrecked wooden packing cases. These had
contained some straw and wood shavings. The wrecking resulted In a
considerable amount of highly Inflammable debris on the deck. A fire
had started and burned for several minutes, judging by the amount of
charred wood. It did not spread, perhaps because of the rain after the
test. Near the center of the remnants of the fire is a scuttled 5 gallon
can. (Photo 1868-6, page 60 ). If this had contained gasoline, there
may have been a strong enough concentration of vapor to ignite from the
flash.

(d) Estimate of relative effectiveness against. heat and blast.
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Very light plating such as that of the stack, and bu~l.
warks Is extremely vulnerable to blast damage. Resistance to dam-
age however, increases rapidly with an increase in plating thickness.

Plating of 15 lbs. and heavier is undamaged even in
exposed locations.

(e) Constructive criticism of superstructure design or constru-
ction, including Important fillings and equipment.

An enclosed access should be provided to the after
fire control station.

Overhangs should be avoided.

C. Turrets, Guns and Directors.

*(a). Protected mounts.

1. General condition, including operability, if known.

Eight inch mounts 3 and 4 received no apparent dam.
age and their operability is not affected. Mou~nts 1 and 2 are also op-.
erable but the left trunnion support in each case is -distorted and forced
outward, causing misalignment of the bearing and excessive side thrust
clearance. This condition may cause trouble after repeated firing of the
gunsB.

The pressure wave approached the ship from the port
quarter and apparently caused a sharp violent movement to starboard
of the bow of the ship and mounts 1 and 2. The inertia of the slide and
guns transmitted a force to the side of the left trunion supports. .This
force effected bending of the left trunnion support between the shelf plate
at the bottom and the tie rod at the top. In mount 1 this caused a perm-
anent deformation, which resulted in an excess thrust clearance of 3/8
inch. In mount 2 this excess was 5/16 inch. Farther evidence of the
bending of the trunnion support is seen in the clearances between the

* cap square and the support. This should normally be a tight fit. In the
* case of mount it has opened up to .033 inch, at the bottom and .010 inch
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at th tpo h ubadsdwhile on the inboad side it reain

ed tight. (Photos. 1915-6, 7, and 8; page '39 ,70 ,and 71 )

Damage to the trunnion brackets Would have been great.-
er but the slide was restrained from transmitting all its inertia to the
bracket by coming in contact with the gun port plating. The slide jam-
med against the side plate of the gun port and placed a strain upon the
angle connecting the side port plate to the bottom port plate. (Photo
1915-4; page 7, ).

The structural brackets on the outboard side of the
trunnion support at the shelf plate show evidence of the strain placed
uponl it. The paint is cracked at faying surfaces of the angles and p1-
ates and one bolt failed on the bracket in mount 2. (Photo. 1916-5 and
8; pages 73 and 71 )

All of the 5/8"' bolts connecting the gun port seal re-
tainers on the left side of mounts 1 and 2 are sheared off. Several
bolts connecting the gun port seal retainer on the right side of mount
#1 are also sheared off. (Photo. 1915-9; page '74 )

Most of the sight port doors are difficult to open as a
result of the blast.

The paint is badly blistered from rad iated heat on the
left sides of mounts 1 and 2 and on the right sides of mounts 3 and 4.
There is no evidence of heat or flame having entered any of the mounts
although mount 2 anal 4 were in condition "'Yoke" and had all four doors
open. (Photo. 1728-10; page 75 )

2. Effectiveness of installed turrets or shields.

The shields as installed on these mounts appear to be
adequate protection for the mounts under conditions of this test. The
truinnion supports are definitely weak against side thrust but the ship
could most likely have continued firing with all main battery guns for
a considerable time. A navy yard availability would have been required
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eventually for repair of the damage.

(b) Unprotected mounts.

1. General condition, including operability, if known.

No damage.

2. Effectiveness and sufficiency of crew shelters.

The splinter shields provide inadequate protection
for the crew from the shock wave and radiated heat of the atomic bomb.

(c) Directors and rangefinders. (In 8" mounts).

1. General condition, including operability, if known.

The rangefinders in mounts 1 and 4 are operable at re-
duced efficiency.

2. Condition of instruments therein.

The instruments in the range finders of mounts 1 and
4 were slightly damaged and misaligned from shock of low order.

(d) Constructive criticism of design or construction of mounts,
directors, foundations and shelters.

The trunnion supports for the 8" guns are made of cast-
ings bolted to the gun girders. They are hiadequately braced for side
thrust. This type of construction is now obsolete. In present practice
the trunnion blocks are forgings welded to the gun girders and braced
with welded brackets. This is one of the most important structural
parts of a mount or turret and the test has proved that too much emph-
asis can not be placed on providing adequate bracing for side loading.
They must not only be designed to carry side loading induced by the
normal roll of the shid but must be capable of withstanding a certain
amount of shock.
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SD.0 Torpedo Mounts, Depth Charge Qear.

Not applicable.

E. Weather Deck (Main Deck).

(a) General condition of deck and causes of damage.

The wood deck covering is slightly scorched where
not shielded from the blast. (Photos. 1729-12 and 1730-1; page
76 and 77 ).

fm 6 The most severe damage Is major dishing between
frames 61 and 71. The maximilm permanent set Is 16 1/4 inches.
CPhotos. 1866-5, 7, 8 and 2104-3; pages 78 , 79 , 80, and
81 ). This deflection is the result of the large panel area with-
out the shielding and stiffening provided by deckhousing. Trans-
verse girders are on every third frame only. These are In turn
supported only by 4 inch stanchions at the quarter-breadth points
aad a ceterline stanchion at frame 65.

There is some minor dishing aft with nodes at frames
124 and 136. Deflection at these frames are 3 3/8 inches and 4 1/8
inches respectively. (Photos. 2085-10, 11 and 12; pages 82, 83

kýýR and 84).

othdekSections of cotton mattress, chafing mats and cordage
on the deck aft ignited and burned through the wooden deck covering.
(Photos. 1867-7, 1729-11 and 1867-9; pages 85, 86, and 87).

(b) Usability of. deck in damaged condition.

The deck, although dished, is intact except for a small
tear at the engine room exha•st vent, starboard side, frame, 62. It is
entirely usable except for the port passageway which is temporarily
blocked at frame 90.
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The decks strength in tension is essentially unimpaired,
but the dishing of the well deck has resulted in some loss of strength
in compression.

(c) Condition of equipmeht and fittings.

The 3 inch mooring shackle at the forward buoy is bent
and cracked. The starboard riding shackle is slightly bent.

A firehose has been blown out of its stowage on the star-
board side at frame 29 and laid out to port under mount 1. (Photo. 1861-
8; page 88).

One of the 3 life rafts stowed atop ntount 1 is missing. A
second is broken in three pieces which have fallen to the main deck just
forward of the turret. (Photo. 1861-4; page 89).

The seaplane stowed atop the starboard catapult found-
ation, frame 63, is missing. One seaplane wing float and an elevator
are on the deck forward of mount 1 near the starboard lifeline. (Photo.
1861-4; page 89).

The 26 foot motor whaleboat at frame 9?, port side is
almost completely demolished. The davits are not noticeably'. damaged.
(Photos. 1868-5, 1869-1, 1719-4, 1867-12 and 1868-3; pages 90, 91,
92, 93 and 94).

The similar boat in the starboard side has been holed from
underneath. The cause of damage is not apparent but it appears to have
been done by some missile. (Photo. 1867-6; page 95).

A life raft has been blown from the deck housing at frame
94 onto the boat but has caused no structural damage. The rafts lower
platform is missing. (Photos. 1867-5 and 1869-2; page 95 and 96).

The similar life raft, port side, also tore loose from its
lashings.
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Zhion connections to the qverhead transverse. girders ate Intact.
The lower flange of the girders have been badly twisted in way of

*the stanchlions., Photos, 18,94-8v 2102-S3, 1894-7., 2102-8).7, 2098-
3,2102-12, 10, and 11; pages 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 1053,-106,

107, and 108).

In C-202-L, between bu33iheads 85 and 104,o defLecti=n
of themaindeck has.caused buckling ofstanchions.at frameis 94 and
97. (Photos. 2098-7, 10,* 9 and 8; pages 109.,. 110, 111, and liZ.

In D-201-I., th~e longitudinal bulkhead., frames 104 to
109, port, has a slight compression buckle,

In D-203-L., frames 113 to 132, light stan~chions are
bu~ckled at frames 116 to 125. (Photos. 2098-1, 2085-1, 2098'-12 and
2085-3; pages 113,, 114, 115 and 116).

lielongitudinal bracket anid transverse girder 135. (Photo 1782-

7; age 11).The stanchion at frame 137., port, has bu~ckled. (Photo
20.85-7; page 118).

All the above damage is directly'attributable'to defiect-.
*Ion of the main deck.

* ~(b) Damage to joiner bulkheads and causea.

The joiner bukhead at frame 70 is cru~shed.. The doors
leaingt~the crew's washroom, C-201.ýL are. sprung.' (Photos. 1894-

10, 2098-4 a~d 6; pages 119., 120 and 121).

- In omxpartment-D-203-.L, thie transverse joiner bulk-
hea atfran2.e 18 a, ~ slight com~pression buckle invway of the door

framle ~~b ct side.p ~1~o b-6; page 122).

.(e) Detalsg of damage to access closu~rea anýd fittings.

At frame, 95,, the engine room ventilation. uptake'door is
aptn~ a~dd slightly dished'
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(d)Conditled of equi3ment witi1ff Lodprnfto

squipmunt withiii th~e con~pa~rtmeints Is =uda.maged.

(e)Eveiene a flredo

Thetie I. io eVdidec~e pi A~re.,
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(Photograh. 1894-8 aEý iQO)
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port seetice in halgifg ue~a'1T to the de~. (photo rApb 80-'7

v=4d has ceushed a lrgie vemt di~et Wmritdte frado ~1e.
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(c) Condition around openings.

There Is no damage around openings.

-(d) Condition of connections to vertical armor.

Connections to the verti~cal arnipr are, mdamnged,.

I. Interilor Comnpartments, (Below W.L.).

(a) Damage to strluetux'e aad causes*,

Buzlkhead 104 has a alight tonmpreassan wrinkla on the
port side below the second deck, This is apparen~tly the result of
a sllght movem~ent Iinboard of the shell.

V'rae 105 Is cr~acked tbxpuah the inboard 11ange at a
jogge ind way' of a 1 -ipped seam In the s'fl, plaiongi. 3 1/2 feet
'a3Oe the lot platform-

Aulkbead 109 has a vertical compression wrinke ad-
laceft to the port shel.1 abo~ve 'the 14vt platorm.

Thxe webs are tripped at frame 110.1n both port ý'Ua
starboard sIa, above the lot platform,. The~ tra'nserse beam
has a permanent set downward of. 1/2 Jnch.;

At frame 12B.. the second 41edk has a set of 1/8 Incb.
This deck had moved downiward .5/8tinches and recovered 1/2 Inch.
Prames on both side0hewoedslgty The bases of the

*stanchions on the 1st plaiforin are slightly crushed below the
seam. r11 2ad deck Is not armored in tis. area.

(b) Damnage to Joiner bulkh~eads atd causes.

& There has, beet no. damag to jqlner bulkheads~

* (q) Details of damage to access closures and causes.

-Ther~s has been no dam~age to closures.
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(d) Condition of equipment within compartments.

One locker In D-310-L, 1st platform, between bulkheads
119 and 130, has been thrown onto the deck. This locker had not
been secured as others adjacent to It had been. Doors of adjacent
lockers are open, however. .,

(e) Flooding.

There has been no flooding.

(f) Damage In way of piping, cables, ventilation ducts, shafts.

Piping, cables, ventilation ducts, and shafts are in J

normal condition.

(g) Estimate of reduction in watertight subdivision, habitability
and utility of spaces.

There has been no reduction in watertight subdivision.
Topside damage to ventilation duct openings has sligntly impaired
the efficiency of the ventilation system. Habitability and utility of
spaces has been unimpaixed.

I. Underwater Hull. 1

(a) Interior inspection of underwater hull.

The portion of the underwater hull that has been
inspected from the interior of the ship shows no sign of any damage.
However, Inner bottom tank C-909-F, Immediately to starboard
of the cer• rline, between bulkheads 66 and 71i has a small leak
from the sea.

(b) Effect of damage or buoyancy, ,,erability, maneuverability.

Th fetOperability, and mane avexability have not been affected.

The effect on buoyancy is negligible.
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(c) Any known or suspected damage to shafts, propellers,
struts, rudders, or external keels.

There is no damage known or suspected to shafts,

propellers, struts, rudder, or external keel.

(d) Details of impairment to keel structure.

There is no known or suspected damage to the keel
structure.

K. Tanks.

(a) Condition of tanks in areas of damage.

The only damage to tanks is a small leak from the
sea In C- 909-F. This is an Inner bottom tank immediately to star-
board of the centerllne between bulkheads 66 and 71.

(b) Conta.inuation of liquids.

Only C-909-F would have been contaminated with
salt water.

(c) Damage (known or suspected) to torpedo defense system.

None.

L. Flooding.

Innerhottom tank C-909-F immediately to starboard
of the ships centerline between bulkheads 66 and 71 is flooded from
the sea. The before test sounding showed 2 inches of fuel oil.
After'test soundings showed the tank filled with oil and salt water.
There is. no other flooding. Drafts axe not noticeably affected.
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At frame 66 ýn the same space another transverse
ventilatdon trunk Is bent downward approxiMately 15 Inches but is
apparently still operable.

At frame 68, starboard side* a main deck transverse
beam. has crushed the vent duct just forward of the blower.. Cphoto-
graph 1894-9, page 123), Habitability is uaimpa~red.

(b) Evidence that ventilation system. conducted heat, blast,
fire or smoke below decks.

There is slight discoloration of paint Qn engine room.
ducts, Indicating that heat or blast was conducted through the dUcts.
There is also evidence of blast through natural exhaust trunks.
This is shown by warped and rup-tired aprons under ladders on
these trunks.

(a) EvIdance that ventilation system allowed progressive•flocding.

"There has been.no flooding through the ventilation system.

SCd) Constructive criticism of design and construction of
system.

En~ine room exhaust vents should be fitted with
protected blowers rather than vulnerable straight vent trunks.

'N. •hIp Control.

(a) Damage to ship control stations and causes.

, Thaere are numerous grounds In topside, exposed
circuits. These have resulted from burning ol cables and from
cutting or smapping of cables by other damaged structure and
gear in the superstructure areas.
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Wiring is in good condition below decks.

In the bridge area one gyro repeater bracket and both
alidade stands are broken. Also all glass and plexiglass covers on
instruments are shattered. (Photographs 1729-8, page 2:. , 1729-7,
page 124, and 1729-6, page 125).

(b) Constructive criticism of ship control systems.

Important wiring circuits should be afforded adequate
protection.

Cast iron foundations should be eliminated.

Better protection should be provided for ship control
personnel on the bridge.

0. Fire Control.

(a) Damage to fire control stations and causes.

1. Directors and elevated control positions.

All directors are temporarily inoperative. The 4
after main and A.A. directors could be repaired to normal operation
witlhin 24 hours. The forward main and A.A. directors are moderately
damaged and would require a navy yard availability for repairs.

The plexiglass windows are broken In both A.A.
directors. The doors and hatches are slightly sprung in the forward
A.A. director. One door Is badly caved inward and another sprung
in the after A.A. director. The paint is scorched on the exterior
surface of all main and A.A. directors.

The range finders in both A.A. directors are
inoperable due to jamming of shafting and gears. However, the,.V.

range finder optics are apparently undamaged.
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The damage to the directors was caused by
the pressure wave and resulting low arder shock. No damage other
than scorched paint was caused by heat or fire.

2. Plot rooms and protected spaces.

Not applicable.

(b) List of stations having j3sulficit nt protection and estimated
effect on fighting efficiency of the loss of each.

The fighting efficiency of the ship was reduced about

50% as a result of damage to fire control instruments. Personnel
In open stations, and not protected with enclosures, would have
been casualties and have caused a further in efficiency until they i4
could be replaced.

(c) Constructive criticism of location and arrangement of
stations.

No constructive criticism can be offered regarding
the location of the stations. All stations should be provided with
shields for protection of personnel against blast and heat. Directors
should be shaped to provide a maximum of strength against blast
pressures, eliminating large flat areas where ever practical.
Plating should be as heavy as weight considerations will permit.

P. Ammunition Behavior.

(a) Ready service ammunition, location, protection, be-
havior under heat and blast.

Satisfactory, except that the sun shield on ready
service boxes for the secondary battery, 40rmm and 20mmn guns
are damaged from the blast.

(b) Magazine, location, protection, forces involved,
behavior.

Satis~actor7. There was nc rise In temperature
waThin the magazines as a result of the bomb.
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(c) List of stowages which are insufficiently protected and
effects on ship survival of explosion of each stowage.

All stowages appear to be sufficiently protected
although ready •ervice boxes for the A.A. battery on the top side
are rather lightly constructed and susceptible to blast damage.
Any explosion In these stowage would only cause local damage and
not greatly threaten the survival of the ship.

(d) Behavior of gasoline stowage facilities.

Not affected.

Qo Ammniition Handling.

(a) Condition and operability of ammunition handling device.

Ammunition handling equipment is in good condition.

(b) Evidence that any ammunition handling devices
contributed to passing of heat, fire, blast or flooding
'water.

There is no evidence that any amin tion handling
devices contributed to passing of heat, fire, blast, or flooding
water.

(c) Constructive criticism of design and coa structure of
ammunition handling device.

No comment on design of ammunition handling
devices.

R. Strength.

(a) Permanent hog or sag.

The general downward set of the main deck amid-
ships and aft, and the leak in C-909-F may indicate a small
permanent sag.
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(b) Shear strains In hull plating.

There are no noticeable shear strains In the hull.

(c) Evidence of transvers6 or racking strains.

There is a slight dish of the port shell at the after
quarter between the main and second deck and the main deck is
sagged. Tis may be Indicative of a transverse strain although
there is no correspondlng deformation to the starbcard shell.

(d) Details of any local failures in way of structural
discontinuities.

The main deck has a slight tear at the edge of the
engine room exhaust bent, starboard, at frame 62. (Photograph
1894-12, page 51 ).

(e) Evidence of panel deflection under blast.

See Item E (a) for principal example.

(!) Turret, machinery and gun foundations.

Turret, machinery, and gun foundations are In good
condition. The anchor windlass operates more easily than before
the test.

S. Miscellaneous.

(a) Evidence of heat damage variations under various colors
of camouflage painting.

Heat damage by radiation is almost entirely direc-
tional. There is no deflection of the path noticeable where the
structure has straight lines. In three places where the structure
is curved there is blistering and scorching of paint as It the
heat had been carried by an eddy currenut for a distance of 10 inches.
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In. 90% of the places where damage by heat radiation
is discontinu~ous, a sharp deliniation between damaged and undamaged
areas Is apparent.

()Other miscellaneous affects or condition noted during
Inspection.

and paitRunerneth coats of pa~nt (3 or 4 thickniesses) are blistered
andpant ndrnethIs undamaged. Th"is probably tethickniess

effect., but may be the result of a change in binders and pigments.
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TECHNICAL INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION II - MACHINERY

GENERAL SUMMARY OF MACHINERY DAMAGE

I. Target Condition After Test.

(a) Drafts after test; list; general areas of flooding, sources.

No data taken by machinery group.

(b) Structural damage.

Both stacks were completely severed at their bases.
The forward one fell overboard, the after one fell over on the deck
to starboard. There was some distortion of uptakes, especially above
the main, deck level. Casings were blown out on all boilers. A leg
of the crane tripod mast was bent, probably by being struck by the
after stack as it fell over. Deflection of bulkheads through which the
crane control shaft passes caused it to bind. Several firemain risers
and some small pipe lines were damaged by deflection of the support-
ing structures.

(c) Other damage.

The casings of all boilers were blown out, the forward
ones more than the after ones. Smoke indicators were damaged and
moderate damage was done to the boiler brickwork. Both stacks
were knocked off. Uptakes were distorted at their upper ends. Suction
flappers of all forced draft blowers were bent. A large sheet alumi-
num dust pan under a ladder exposed to blast pressure fell on the
aluminum vent cap of #3 main reduction gear, breaking the cap. A
few minor leaks were started in #1 evaporating plaxnt. The crane was
damaged structurally. One motor whale boat was smashed and the
engine fell out, damaging it. Several firemair risers and some small
steam lines connected to radiators b:coke.
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II. Forces Evidenced and Effects Noted.

(a) Heat.

Except for blistered paint on the port side of exposed
deck machinery, there was no evidence of heat on machinery or in
machinery spaces.

(b) Fires and explosions.

There was no evidence of fires or explosions.

(c) Shock.

No damage was found that could be attributed to shock.

(d) Pressure.

Blast pressure, and deflection of decks and bulkheads
resulting from blast pressure, caused all damage to machinery. The
blast apparently came from slightly forward of the port beam.

(e) Effects apparently peculiar to the atom bomb.

Blast pressure of this magnitude at the range of the
SALT LAKE CITY from an explosion is believed to be peculiar to the
Atom Bomb.

IM. Effects of Damage.

(a) Effect on machinery and ship control.

1. All boiler power was lost. It is estimated that 48 to
72 hours would be required for temporary repairs by the ship's force
to enable one boiler to be steamed at a low rate. No motive power
would have been available until after extensive repairs to boilers, up-
takes, and stacks.
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2. The only effect on ship control insofar as machinery
is concerned, would have been limitation of power. The diesel
generators and emergency diesel steering equipment were not
damaged and were fully operable after Test A.

(b) Effect on gunnery and fire control.

No comment.

(c) Effect on watertight integrity and stability.

No comment.

(d) Effect on personnel and'habitability.

It Js estimated that there would have been a.high per-
centage of casualties among fireroom personnel. It is not believed
that any other casualties would have occurred among personnel be-
low decks. Casualties among exposed personnel would have been
high. Habitability would have been greatly impaired by loss of
steam power.

(e) Total effect on fighting efficiency.

The effect on fighthig efficiency from a machinery view-
point was complete loss of steam power, and limitation of electric
power to that furnished by the emergency diesel generators.

IV. General Summary of Observers' Impressions and Conclusions.

k d Stacks in good condition would probably not have been
knocked off but would undoubtedly have been severely damaged. The
stacks of the SALT LAKE CITY were badly corroded before Test A.

V. Preliminary Recommendations,

Boilers, uptakes, and stacks should be made more re-
4 sistant to blast pressure.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY DAMAGE

A. General Description of Machinery Damage.

(a) overall condition..

All boilers, were made inoperable by the test. The for-
ward stack was blown overboard, the after stack was severed near
its base and fell on the deck. The crane was made inoperable by
structural damage. Intake flaps of all forced draft blowers were bent.
There was some minor damage to piping.

(b) Areas of major damage.,

Major damage to the machinery installation was confined
to boilers, stacks, and uptakes.

(c) Primary cause of damage In each area of m~ajor damage.

The primary cause of the damage was the blast pressure
which carried away the stacks and entered the boiler furnaces through
the uptake openings.

(d) Effect of target test on overall operation of machinery
plant.

All steam power was lost. All machinery below decks
could have been operated had steam been available. The diesel driven
generators and electrical equ~ipment operated with power from these
generators could have continued in operation. It is estimated that
from 48 to 72 hours would have been required before steam could
have been raised on one boiler.

NOTE: After Test A, temporary repairs were made to
the casings of Nos. 5 and 6 boilers and a temporary stack was rigged
to permit the limited steaming necessary to test out the main and
auxiliary machinery.
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B. Boilers.

(a) Air Casings.

1. The casings of all boilers were damaged similarly but
to varying degrees. Those in the forward fireroom was damaged
more than those In the after fireroom. Boiler #4 (in the forward
fireroom) suffered the greatest damage. (See photo 1877-8, page 126).
All fiilures occurred at the panel joints by bolt hbads or nuts pulling
through the flanges. The holes were enlarged by the passage of the
bolt heads. Th.e flange sheets did not shear in way of the bolt holes
in most cases.

2. In the packed panels, the inner sheets bulged out-
ward, forcing the outer sheets away from them and allowing the
packing to fall out. The retainixg sheets of these panels ai'e thin
and were inadequately fastened to the adjoining flanges. (See photos
1876-12, 1877-1, pages 127 and 128).

3. The casings around the water drums were pulldd
out of their original positions (orward at the boiler fronts and aft
at the rears), being distorted in the vicinity of the drums. See photo
1877-2, page 129). Distortion of casings and motion of the casings
away from the drums also occurred at the steam drums. (See photos
1877-3 and 4; pages 130 and 131).

4. Failures of casings occurred at the panel joints of
the outboard casings just above the access doors. (Se-e photos 1878-1,2,3,
and 1877-5, pages 132, 133, 134 and 135). Inboard and rear
casings showed'eýTdence of having bulged to a greater degree than
that existing at the time of inspection. They were apparently dis-
torted and then came back somewhat toward their original positions
when pressure was relieved by the rupture of the outboard casings.
It is believed that the adjoining boiler casings supported the inboard
casLngs and thus the only failures were on the outboard side. The
heavier construction of the front burner plates precluded failure at
the burner fronts.
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6. Front and rear casings which did rnot show external
signs of such motion were found to have moved to a considerable
extent when the brickwork was examined. See commnents under
paragraph (d-4)., Brickwork, below.

(b) External Fittings.

1. Pressure fittings appear to be undamaged. Hydro-
static tests of all boilers after Test A revealed no defects in these
fittings.

2. Smoke indicator reflecting units were damaged by
the cover glass being blown against the mirror or by the reflecting
mirror supporting piece being blown out when the locking screw dis-
torted, swinging on the hinge and breaking the mirror on Jimpact.

3. No thermometers or gages appeared to be damaged.

(c) Fuel Oil Burners.

1. All pressure connections and valves appear to be un-
damaged. Air doors and operating gear may have been slightly
warped by pressure on the furnace side., but in general the oil burners
were operable or could be easily repaired.

2. The burner barrels had not been locked in position
before the test. All were found either lying on the floor plates or
almost out of the boiler.

(d) Brickwork and Furnaces.

1. The side walls and floors were in generally good con-
dition after the test. There were small cracks at the side walls and
runnig fore and aft in the centers of furnace~s, indicating that some
dishing of the floors may have taken place. Front and rear walls show
evidence of having been blown outboard. There were cracks in back
walls near floors anid side walls and horizontally across the side walls,
The bricks at the peaks of the back walls w~ere dislodged or loosened.
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The walls bulged outward with maximum deflection at the center.
The front walls show no perceptible bulging but appear to have moved
outward as flat units. Corbels at the tubes have broken away exposing
the front casings in way of the tubes and leaving a space between the
front wall and the first tube. (See photos 1877-9, 10; pages 136 and
137). This space varies from 2 to 8 inches between boilers. It is
greatest on #4 boiler., which was most severely damaged, and least on
#6 boiler.

2. It has been suggested,, and Is considered entirely possible,
that the steam drums of these boilers were pushed downward, by the blast.
The motion was taken up by the tubes which sprung back Into their original
position when the blast subsided. If this happened, the motion of the tubes
would have added to the effect of the motion of the walls in bi. eking the
corbels at the front wall.

3. The corbels of these boilers are relatively large. There-.
fore, when they were broken off, a large space was left between the
wall and the tubes. This m~akes the relative movement of the front
walls appear to be greater than It actually is.

4.. Plastic fronts on these boilers were cracked in some
places.

5. It is considered that the brickwork withstood the blast
very well but the supporting casings were weak and carried the brick
with them as they were pushed out.

(e) Steam and water drums.

A hydrostatic test of all boilers revealed no defects
in the boiler pressure parts except for boiler #8. In this boiler, one
tube failed when a hydrostatic test was attempted after Test A. Other-
wise, the hydrostatic pressure system of this boiler appeared to be
Intact. In view of the performance of tubes on other boilers on this
vessel and other vessels having similar cr worse overall boiler damage,,
It Is the oplnibn of the Inspectors that the tube was at the point of

s failure before the test. Its failure Is not att~ributed to Test A. Boilers
#5 and #6 were steamed after the test.
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()Tubes.

See comment under (e) (Steam and Water Drums)
above.

(g) Foundations.

The foundations were intact.

(h) Stacks and uptakes.

1. The forward stack carried away and fell overboard.
Both Inner and outer stacks sheared off at uptake connections, just below
01 deck level. (See photos 1877-11, 12, pages 138 and 139). Plates
sheared at bolt holes. The uptakes were moderately distorted as the
stack carried away but below decks the uptakes are undamaged. The
stack was broken clean away and none of it. remained. The tops of the
uptakes were badly corroded in~dicating a condition of the forward stack
similar to that described below for the after stack.

2. The alter stack carried away and fell on the deck to
starboard. Both inner and outer stacks sheared off just above 01. deck
level. The outer stack plates sheared at the bolt holes. The base of
the inner stack was rusted before the test to such a degree that no
appreciable amount of good metal remained. Upper uptakes and lower
portions of the stack were severely distorted, but uptakes below the
main deck level were undamaged. (See photos 1729-9, 1868-10, 11,
pages 140,58 , and. 141).

(1) Condition alter test.

1. AUl boilers were. made inoperable. It the boilers had
been In operation with bu~rner air doors open, the degree of damage
would have been less, but It is considered that sufficient damage to
casings would have resulted to make the boilers inoperable.

2. It is believed that a majority of personnel in both
firerooms; would have been killed by flarebacks. Personnel on upper
levels might have survived 11 no lethal gases were drawn in by forced
draft blowers.
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(j) Cause of damage.

1. Air blast passed thr'ough uptakes and then built up
pressure in furnaces, pushing out front and rear walls and rupturing
casings. The smoke pipes had hoods (deflectors) on the forward portion
which would probably have acted as a scoop if the blast had come from
astern. It is considered that this would have increased the effect of the
blast on the boilers if the blast had come from astern.

C. Blowers.

1. The suction flappers were bent by the blast pressure
coming down the intake trunks. This was quickly repaired by the 'ship's
force, however, the blowers could not be operated until these flappers were
straightened.

2. There was no other damage to forced draft blowers, all
of which have been operated under service conditions since Test A.

D. Fuel Oil Equipment.

1. No damage. All fuel oil equipment has been operated
under service conditions since Test A.
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BEARING LEAD DATA

#4 MAIN ENGINE - L.P. TURBINE FORWARD BEARING

Forward Lead Before Test "A" After Test "Ay' Difference

Port .020 .0095 .0105
Top .024 .014 .010
Stb'd .015 .0075 .0075

Center Lead

Port .0165 .013 .0035
Top .0235 .017 .0065
Stb d .011 .010 .001

After Lead

Port .020 .009 .011
Top .0275 .019 .0085
Stb'd .016 .0065 .0095

#4 MAIN ENGINE - L.P. TURBINE AFTER BEARING

ForWard Lead

Port .027 .0125 .0145
Top .033 .016 .017
Stb'd .0205 .0065 .014

Center Lead

Port .0225 .0135 .009
Top .0335 .017 .0165
Stb d .022 .008 .014

After Lead

Port ;021 .013 .008
Top .036 .0155 .0205
Stb'd .028 .0125 .0155
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BEARING LEAD DATA

#4 MAIN ENGINE - H.P. TURBINE FORWARD BEARING

Forward Lead Before Test "A" After Test "AA" Difference

Port .0215 .0095 .012
Top .041 .015 .026
Stb'd .0175 .0095 .008

Center Lead

Port .021. .011 .010
Top .0275 .015 .0125
Stb'd .019 .0125 .0065

After Lead

Port .0215 .011 .0105
Top .0285 .0145 .014
Stb'd .020 .0135 .0065

#4 MAIN ENGINE - H.P. TURBINE AFTER BEARING

Forward Lead

Port .0195 .013 .0065
Toý .029 .016 .013
Stb d .0175 .015 .0026

Center Lead

Port .0185 .012 .0065
Top .030 .017 .013
Stbld, .0195 .014 .0055

After Lead

Port .016 .012 .004
Top .029 .016 .013
Stb'd .021 .016 .005
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E. Boiler Feedwater Equipment.

No damage. All feedwater equipment has been
operatad under service conditions since Test A.

F. Main Propulsion Machinery.

No damage. The main turbines have been jacked
over the spun in both directions since Test A. There has been no
change in dummy micrometer readings.

Leads left in the bearings of one low pressure
turbine during Test A, indicate a maximum motion of .020 inch of
shaft journals.

G. Reduction Gears.

1. The sheet aluminum dust pan under a ladder was knocked
off by the shock and fell on the aluminum vent cap of #3 main gear
cashig. The cap was broken. A careful inspection disclosed no particles
in the gear and there was no indication of any foreign body in the gear
when the turbine was jacked. It is believed that particles from the
broken vent cap fell into the lub oil sump.

2. All gears have been inspected while the turbines were
being jacked over one revolution. They appear normal.

3. Lubrication is normal.

H. Shafting and Bearings.

No damage. Shafting and bearings have been inspected
while the turbines were being jacked and spun.

I. Lubrication System.

No damage. The lubrication system has been operated
under service conditions since Test A.
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BEARING LEAD DATA

#4 REDUCTION GEAR - L.P. PINION FORWARD BEARING

Forward Lead Before Test "A" After Test "A" Difference

Port .025 .013 .012
To• .035 .0175 .0175
Stb d .0195 .010 .0095

Center Lead

Port .024 .0125 .0115
Tod .0355 .0175 .018
Stb'd .0195 .010 .0095

After Lead

Port .019 .0095 .0095
Top .035 .0185 .017
Stb d .019 .0095 .0095

#4 REDUCTION GEAR - L.P. PINION AFTER BEARING

-Forward Lead

Port .0185 .013 .0053
Top .028 .020 .008
Stb d .021 .0135 .0075

Center Lead

Port .018 .018 .000
Top .027 .0175 .0095
Stb d .017 .011 .006

After Lead

Port .021 .016 .005
Top .0265 .016 .0105
Stb d .017 .008 .009
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BEARING LEAD DATA

#4 REDUCTION GEAR - H.P. PINION FORWARD BEARING

Forward Lead Before Test "A)' After Test "A)" Difference

Port .013 .009 .004
Top .0235 .014 .0095
Stb d .023 .015 .008

Center Lead

Port .014 .010 .004
Top .0255 .0135 .012
Stb d .027 .014 .013

After Lead

Port .015 .011 .0C4
Top .027 .017 .010
Stb d .020 .012 .008

#4 REDUCTION GEAR - H.P. PINION AFTER BEARING

Forward Lead

Port .022 .0115 .0105
Top .0305 .017 .0135
Stb'd .024 .017 .007

Center Lead

Port .0175 .007 .0105
Top, .029 .0165 .0125
Stb d .0245 .0135 .011

After Lead

Port .020 .008 .012
Top .029 .0165 .0125
Stb'd .024 .013 .011
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J. Condensers and Air Ejectors.

No damage. AUl condensers have been operated
uner service condtons since TestA

K. Pumps.

No damage. All pumps have been operated under
service conditions since Test A.

L. Auxiliary Generators. (Turbines and Gears.

No damage. The tu~rbo -generators have been
operated- under iservice conditions since Test A.

M. Propellers.

No damage. Propellers have been sighted through
the water and checked while the turbines were being jacked, and spun.

N. Distilling Plant.

1. No. 1 evaporating plant was in poor condition bef ore
the test. Its condition was not appreciably changed by the test., although
a few leaks were started which were easily repaired by the ship's force.

~2. No. 2 plant was undamaged and operated normally
immediately after the test.

0. Refrigeration Plant.

No damage. The refrigerating plant has been
operated under service conditions since Test A.

P. Winches., Windlasses, and Capstans.

1. The anchor windlass, capstan, and boat winches were
-undamaged and have been operated under service condition.
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2. The warping winches were nc~t operated after Test A,

but appear to be undamaged.

Q, Steering Engine.

No damage. Both steering units have been tested
froin all stations.

R. Elevators, Ammunition Hoists, Etc..

14 All ammunition hoists were undamaged and have been
operated undex service conditions.

2. The crane is inoperable because of structural damage.
A leg of the crane tripod mast was bent. It is believed that this leg
was struck by the after stack as it fell over. The control shaft was
binding against deflected bulkheads through which it passes.

S. Ventilation (Machinery).

The exhaust fan (propeller type) in the crew's
galley, maln deck, frame 95, is inoperative. Blast pressure entering
the duct bent the propeller blades. There was no other damage to
ventilation machinery.

T. Compressed Air Plant.

No damage. The air compressors have been
operated under service conditions since Test A.

U. Diesels (Generators and Boats).

1. No damage occurred except to one motor whaleboat
engine. The boat was smashed by blast pressure and the engine
dropped out. The following equipment has been operated under se-vice
conditions since Test A:

Two emergency diesel generators.
One diesel fire pump.
One diesel engine for centering the rudder in

emergencies.
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V. Piping System.'

(a) Main steam - no damage.

(b) Auxiliary steam - some small steam lines to and from
steam radiators were broken at points where the structure to which
they were attached failed. There was no other damage to piping, all
of which has been tested at normal operating pressures.

(c) Auxiliary exhaust - no damage.

(d) Condensate and feedwater - no damage.

(e) Fuel and feedwater - no damage.

(f) Lub oil - no damage.

(g) Firemain, sprinkling and water curtain - several fire
main risers broke at points where the supporting structure failed. A
3-inch vertical branch line to a fire main riser, 2nd deck, frame 72,
amidships, broke in two because of deflection of the deck above. The
effect of the above failures would have bc en to cut off water from the
affected f;re plugs. All of them could have been isolated. There was
no damage to the fire main.

(h) Condensers - no damage.

(i) Drain - no damage.

(j) Compressed air - no damage.

(k) Hydraulic - no damage.

(i) Gasoline - no damage.

(m) Other systems - no damage.
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W. Miscellaneous.

1. Galley and scullery equipment were undamaged and
operated normally after the test.

2. Machine shop and laundry equipment and electric water
coolers were undamaged and have been operated under service con-
ditions since Test A.
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TECHNICAL INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION III - ELECTRICAL

GENERAL SUMMARY OF ELECTRICAL DAMAGE

1. Target Condition After Test.

(a) Drafts after test; list; general areas of flooding,
sources.

Not observed.

(b) Structural damage.

Not observed.

(c) Other damage.

Electrical damage affected ship control by the loss
of engine order, steering, and shaft revolution telegraphs on the
navigation bridge. Electrical power supply circuitis to g.innery and
fire control were not affected.

IL Forces Evidenced and Effects Noted.

(a) Heat.

A wave of radiant heat struck the vessel from about
240 degrees relative bearing. The heat was of sufficient intensity to
blister and char painted surfaces directly exposed, and to ignite
fabric on the main deck aft.

(b) Fires and explosions.

No electrical equipment was damaged by fires.

. (c) Shock.

Lack of general breakage within the ship makes It
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doubtful if shock was present, although shattering of instrument glass
on navigation bridge and spilling of mercury from. both master gyros
could have been caused by shock.

(d) Pressure.

A wave of pressure struck the vessel from about 240
degrees relative bearing. The pressure was sufficient to break the
aluminum ~rokes on both 24" searchlights located above the signal
bridge, and to break off both aluminum pelorus stands on the nav-
igation bridge.

(e) Any effects apparently peculiar to the Atom Bomb.

The radiant heat is the only apparent effect peculiar
to the Atomic Bomb.

MI. Re sults of Test on Target.

(a) Effect on propulsion and ship control.

Ship propulsion was not affected. Ship control
was affected by loss of engine order shaft revolution and steering
telegraphs on the open navigation bridge.

(b) Effect on gunnery and fire eontrol.

There was no electrical damage.

(c) Effect on watertight integrity and stability.

Electrically there was no effect.

(d) Effect on personnel and habitability.

Electrical damage had no effect on personnel oi
habitability of the vessel.

(e) Total effect on fighting efficiency.

The fighting efficiency of the vessel was only slight-
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ly impaired by electrical damage.

IV. General Summary of Observers Impressions and Conclusions.

The vessel was subjected to sufficient damaging
forces for the electrical equipment tobe given a fair test of its
ruggedness and suitability for use under such conditions. The. only
exception is the weakness of cast aluminum as a material for sup -
porting columns.

V. Any Preliminary General or Specific Recommendations of The
Inspecting Party.

It is recommended that cast aluminum be discon-
tinued as a material for instrument cases and supporting columns.

A;
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRICAL DAMAGE

A. General Description of Electrical Damage.

(a) Overall condition.

The overall condition of the ship's electrical -equip -
mnent was good.

(b) Areas of major da~mage.

Damage was confined almost entirely to the weather
-deck area.

(c) Primary cause of damage in each area. of major damage.

-Blast force directly on equipment and collapse of sup -
porting structure are the major causes of damage.

(d) Eff ect of target test on overall operation of electric
plant may be summarized as follows.

1. The ship's service generator plant was not affected.

2. The engine and boiler auxiliaries were not affected.

3. Communications were unaffected except for the
damaging of a few general announcing speakers and telephone Jack
boxes.

4. Fire control circuits were not affected although
some fire Control insturments were disabled.

5. Ventilation was not affected by electrical failure
although two blower sets failed mechanically.

6. Lighting was unaffected except f or a few broken
lamps.
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(e) Types of equipment most affected.

The only direct failures of electrical equipment was
the collapse of cast aluminum searchlight and alidade columns. Some
wireways and local fittings failed because of supporting structure
collapse.

B. Electric Propulsion Rotating Equipment.

This item does not apply to the vessel.

C. Electric Propulsion Control Equipment.

This item does not apply to the vessel.

D. Ship's Service Generators.

1. The ship's service generators were examined after
the' able test and then operated to supply normal load. No damage has
been found to any of the four machines.

2. No recommendations are made.

E. Emergency Generators.

1. The two diesel emergency generators were started
up after the able test and supplied-the vessel vwith power for several
days until the main machines could be operated. No damage was re-
vealed by the operation or by inspection.

2. No recommendations are made..

F. Switchboards and Distribution Panels.

,1. The ship's service switchboards were examined
and energized to supply normal service after the A test. Distri-
buvton panels were inspected and used for regular supply. No dam-
age to any board or panel was found except a distortion at the frame
and crushing of a pancake resistor on the battery charging switchboard
on main deck at frame 48, centerline. The damage resulted from pres-
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sure by dished in bulkhead.

2. No recommendations are made.

G. Wiring, Wiring Equipment and Wireways.

1. The only able test wiring failu~res that occurred
on the ship were due to collapse of the supporting structure.

2. A vertical,. five-layer wireway in the engine room
ventilation supply trunk, main deck passage, port side, Frame 87 had
the hangar supports bent 300 forward, at right angles to the cable run:
by the force of the blast coming forward in the passage and into the
vent entrance grill. The cables for a distance of about five feet were
tightly bowed between hangars by the blast but had no visible damage
even though the installation was an old one.

3. On the outboard side of the port main deck pas-
sage at frame 86, three cables running from the overhead to the
bulkhead parted when the bulkhead moved outboard about two feet.
The same movement broke a cable at frame 87 and pulled another
from a fused switch box.

4. A small wire run along the top of the bulkhead
on the outboard side of the main deck passage, frame 80 to frame 83
was pulled free of clips and open hook supports when bulkhead col-
lapsed outward. The cable was not visibly damaged except for
chatting. This cable run was not instal-led in accordance with any
navy plan; it was a ship's force installation.

5. The wiLre group running up the starboard f or -
ward leg of the secondary conning tower at frame 82, was broken by
the tearing loose of the leg from the superstructure deck.

6. Cables running up the main mast were pulled
out of several boxes due to tension when the mast was bent.

7. Cables to boxes on forward bulwark of aft
searchlight platform were broken or pulled loose by the forward
collapse at the bulwark.
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8. Two small armored cables up the port quarter
face of the mainmast were heated until the sheath exuded thru the
armor. Other cables running parallel were not so affected. Several
cables on the mast were severed by missiles.

9. A round cast aluminum 10 wire connection box on
the inboard bulkhead of the port passageway, second deck frame 66,,
was mapped off the bulkhead by the blast. The bulkhead was adjacent
to the forward uptake and was bulged outboard about 12"' by the blast.

MTe box had been secured by screws through only two ot the three
feet and those two feet were broken off. The box was not forced off
by the buckling of the bulkhead, but snapped off by the shock.

10. Cables running from the deck to the bulkhe.ad
cn the inside of door, main deck, framn 47, just starboard of center-
line, were sheared off at deck by bulkhead collapsing ftward.

11. The well deck was forced downward about 18"
without damage to any wireways attached to the under side. In gen-
eral, wireways withstood the test very well.

12. No recommendations are made.. R.ef. Photos
1894-7, 2098-6; pages 102 and 121.

H. Transformers.

1. No damage to transformers resulting from the

"A• test was found by Inspection or by operation.

2. No recommendations are made.

I. Submarine Propelling Batteries.

1. This Item does not apply to the ship.

S . Portable Batteries.

bater1. A six volt 100 A.H. gun firing Rnd sight light

battery was crushed by a flying missile. This battery was located
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In a metal box, Inboard of port passageway frame 83, main deck.

2. The starting battery In the #2 whaleboat was
shattered by blast.

3. No other portable batteries were found to be
damaged.

4. No recommendations are made.

K. Motors, Motor Generators and Motor Controllers.

1. A Westinghouse controller for hull ventilation.,
class 8585 AFN S.O. 3B9642 spec 17-C..17, mounted on forward side
of bulkhead 72, centerline, second deck. was undamaged by the blast,
although the bulkhead supporting It was creased deeply by the collapse
of the deck overhead and ome weld pad for the box was pulled from the
bulkhead. There was no visible evidence of great shock on this con-
troller.

3. No recommendations are made.

Le Lightlng Equlpment.

1. The only damage to lighting eoulpment found after
the Able test was the breaking of a few lamps throughout the vessel.
There were not enough failures In any one location to make certain
that shock Instead of missiles or reboarding activitities caused the
damage.

2. Phenolic lamp receptacles, type 9-S-4665-L lo-
cated an the underside of the main deck in the midship section where
the blast had pushed the deck down about two feet, were not damaged,
nor was any cable pulled from them. There Is no evidence that there
was any great shock however, despite the displacement.

P. No recommendations are made. Ref. Photo. 1894-4,
page 111.
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M. Searchlights.

1. Both of the ship's 24") signal searchlights located
.on top of the Radar room were wrecked by the 'A' test, The port light,
Model 440,56, had both of the cast. aluminum trunnion arms broken off
at the base and the light was thrown in board against the guard rail of
the platform. The front door was not damaged but had been forced in-
ward as shown by the bent retaining clips. The radial signal shutter
blades were all sprung from the outer bearing sockets, although the
inner bearings and gear -mechanism were intact and operable. 'The
Iris shutter was inoperable and the elevation lock, grain lock and
elevation rack. were all broken.. The lamp mechanism had no ap-
parent damage, the carbon feed rods were in good order and the
lamp mirror was undamaged although. the rear door was dented in
by falling against. the guard rail. The l-amp had been trained and
locked 200 off the port: bow. The blast. appeared to come from the
port quarter twisting th~e light. to port and forcing it inboard against
the guard rail.

2. The base cast-Ing below the trunnion arms of the
starboard 24" signal, searchlight broke completely under the force of.
the blast and the light fell to the signal bridge two levels below. The
force of the blast and the impact of the fail smashed the light. Both
doors and the dome glass were broken as were the shutters, the locks,
the ele~'ation rack and the shatter operating mechanism. The carbon
feed rods appeared in good order but the.e lamp -mechanism was In-
operable.

3. Both 36" searchlights at. frame 86 on. the search~-
light platform were disabled by the blast although neither light was
displaced. The port light had no damage t~o the front and rear doors,
the dome glass, the base and the arc lamp feed rods. The iri~s shut-
ter was open- at the time of the blast and was snapped out of the
'bearing ring. The carbon feed mnechanism was unaffected, the
battle orde~r indicator was not damaged, but. the shut ter operating
mechanism was inoperative.

4. The starboard 36" light, had the same damage
as the port light except that the front dome glass was broken and
the iris shutter was forced back into the lamp mechanism..
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5. The 12" sýignal searchlight on the forward port
whig of the signal bridge and the socket knocked loose by the blast,
and the lead burned and pulled loose. The socket had not been prop-
erly mounted.

A 12" signal light stowed on the after searchlight
platform had one trunnion arm bent and the glass broken by the
swinging of the barrel by blast pressure. However, this is not
valid blast damage as one trunnion lock was loose, allowing the
trunnion to swing free. A companion light was undamaged.

6. The failure of the bases of both 241" searchlights
indicate that cast aluminum is not suitable as a material for sup-
porting colurrus exposed to the blast. The similar failure of the
two aluminum alidade columns on the vessel. indicates that the general
design and proportioning of such cast aluminum supports is not con-
sistent in strength with the remainder of equipment so exposed. Ref.
Photo 1729-6, page 25.

N. Degaussing Equipment.

1. The degausssing machines and controls were in-
spected after test able and operated satisfactorily.

2. The only damage to degaussing, equipment found
was the melting out of solder on one joint of the type "K"* compass
compensating coil set on the standard compass, and the charring of
the surface on one of the leads to the coil set. The seam opened
was on the top edge of the oval coil unit and faced the blast.

3. A compass compensating coil set, fabricated
so that the soldered seams inward would have increased re-
sistance to the heat of the blast.

0. Gyro

1. The test caused both of the Arma Mlk VII mod.
3A master gyro compasses to spill a considerable amount of mner-
cury into the bottom at the binnacles. The compasses had no
visible damage, but though not tested with the mercury loss, would
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probably have had a permanent error. The ship's force cleaned the
mercury from the forward compass and restored it and the compass
tested out satisfactorily.

2. The Arma Mk. V mod. 8 gyro repeater on the
starboard wing of the signal bridge was snapped out of the inner
trunnion bearing, elongating the inner gimbal ring and allowing
the repeater to fall to the deck.

3. A sencnd Mk V mod, 8 repeater on the aft
side of the port forward \. j.ng screen on the navigation bridge,
had the cast aluminum trunnion arm column snapped off allow-
ing the repeater to fall to the deck.

4. The cover glass on an Arma Mk VI mod0 0 repeat-
er on the navigation bridge next to the repeater just above; was broken,
but the instrument itself was undamaged.

5. Two Mark XXXII Mod. 0 Sperry self synchronous
alidades mounted one on either side of the pilot house on the bridge
were broken off by the able test. The starboard unit broke across
the column at the top of the access door, the port unit broke across
the column at the bottom of the access door. Neither repeater unit
appeared damaged although both had been thrown to the deck. The
failure of units on both sides of the ship indicated that shock and not
blast probably caused the failure, which was in both cases a break-
Lug of the aluminum column at an opening in the column.

S6. The glass on the dead reckoning tracer in the
CoI.Co was smashed by a missile but the mechanism was unhurt.

7. All repeaters were found to follow properly
when tested on the master0

8. The failure of the Mk V Mod0 8 repeater
column and the failure of both alidade columns, supports the be-
lief expressed in Item M, "Searchlights"Othat such cast aluminum
items are unsuitable,,
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9. The lack of damage to the gyro repeaters, even
when the supports failed, indicates a ruggedness desirable for the
application. Ref. Photos 1729-8 and 6; pages 21 , and 125.

P. sound Powered Telephones.

1. No sound powered telephone headsets or hand-
sets were found to have been damaged by the "A" test. Jack box
failures, principally the pulling out of leads, occurred only where
supporting structure had deformed. Stowage box failures were
similarly due entirely to structural failures.

2. No recommendations are made.

Q. Ship's Service Telephones.

1. The automatic telephone board showed no damage
and functioned properly after the "A" test. About four stations were
disabled by leads pulling free due to structural damage. A bell unit
located in the pilot house received missile damage.

2. No recommendations are made.

R. Announcing Systems.

1. A 17 MC class L and S speaker manufactured
by RCA, located on the port wing of the navigation bridge, was
knocked out of housing, rupturing the cone. A similar. speaker on the
starboard wing remained in place but the cone was broken. A sec-
ond similar speaker on #17 starboard 6" battery had the internal
leads torn loose.

2. A 10 circuit intercommunication unit NT-101
serial 3336 made by Webster, installed on the port forward wind-
screen of the navigation bridge, had one angle mounting bracket
partially closed by the shock force and had three indicator light
bull's eyes missing, even though the unit is full shock mounted.
A similar unit on the starboaid windscreen was not affected.
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3. The general announcing amplifier and three
transmitting stations, the 17MC amplifier, all speakers and inter-
communication units were found satisfactory except as noted above.
Ref. Photos 1729.7,8;pages 121/ and 211)

4. The 17MC class L and S speaker as instal-
led here, has too light a front cover for the weight of the speaker
unit installed. The failure indicates that vibration revolved the
cover until the keyhole, slots cleared the screw heads and the cover
and a positive cover lock would make the unit more rugged.

S. Telegraphs.

1, Glass covers and dials on the engine order
telegraph in the pilot house, the two on the starboard side of the
navigation bridge, the rudder angle telegraph and the smoke telegraph
located on the navigation bridge cracked or shattered and were blown
in by the blast. All selsyn units operated properly in test but the gear
train between the handle and selsyn in the smoke telegraph was pulled
open.

2. A more rugged type of transparent dial is needed
for exposed indicator and telegraphs. A heat resistant plastic, or
heavy annealed glass are possible materials. Ref. Photos 1729-7
and 8; pages 124 and 21

T. Indicating Systems.

1. The wind direction and wind intensity transmit-
ters on the yardarm of the main topmast were bent over 900 on the
supports. No close examination of the units V• s possible. 4N

2. There was no other damage found in any other
indicating system on the ship.

3. No'recommendations are made.
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UT. I. C. and A. C. 0. Switchboards.

1. No damage was caused to the I. C. and A. C. 0.
switchboards by the "A" test. All boards operated satisfactorily
after the blast.

V. F'. C.. Switchboards.

1. No damage was caused to the F. C. switchboards
by the able test. All boards operated satisfactorily after the blast.

W. Miscellaneous (Code 660 Material).

1. A quantity of special electrical equipment was
installed on the vessel by the Bureau of Ships Code 660, to deter-
mine the characteristics of this material when subjected, to the
Atomic Bomb blasts. The "A" test had no effect whatsoever on
any of this equipment.
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APPENDIX

SHIP DAMAGE DIAGRAM

TEST ABLE
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APPENDIX

SHIP MAEASMJEMENT DIAGRDAM

TEST ABLE
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APPENDIX

SHIP MEASUREMENT DATA

A. Deck Survey Data.

(a) , No accurate deck survey datp, was obtained on this vessel
after test A. However, indications are that no significant change in
alignment occurred.

B. Scratch Gages (pageE to 90 ).

The scratch gages on this vessel were Installed between
the main and second deck. As the second deck is the armor deck and
was apparently undamaged, the gage records hpv7 been interpreted as
Indicating movement of the main deck.. These gages indicate a down-
ward movement of the main deck throughout the ship with permanent
set averaging approximately half of the maximum movement.

C. Deck Deflection Data (pages 91 to 92 ).

V: Special measurements were taken to determine the de-
flection of the main deck in the well deck area and at the stern.
To obtain the actualcontour of the deck, -. horizontal plane was es-
tablished using a surveyor's transit. Rod readings were taken as
necessary. A plot of the deck edge rod readings Indicated no change.
Therefore, it was possible to superimpose several sections for
comparison puroposes holding deck edge stations as fixed points. To
obtain the actual amount of deflection, the original design camber
and the damage contour have been indicated.

I,,

i..
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4. MXIMIUMI EXPANSIONl
-ORIGINAL DEC POSITION

ALL MOVEMENTS VERTICAL,
LINES SLANTED FOR CLARITY

to

PERMANENT SET

MAXIMUM DOWNjWARD MOVEMENT-

U.S.$. SALT LAKE CITY, TEST ABLE, PLOT OF MAIN DECK
MOVEMENT. SCRATCH GAGE LOCATION, END. DECK
FRAME9 06 PONTE 16'-0" OFF CIENTER LINE.
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MAXIMUM EXPANSION

ALL MOVEMENTS VERTICAL,
LINES SLANTED FOR CLARITY

PERMANNT SE

a*le

S/4

MAXIUM RWPERIOMAN EENTST

U.S.& SALT LAKE CITY, EST ABLE, PLOT OF MAIN DECK
MOVEMENT. SCRATCH $AGE LOCATIONq 2ND. DECK
FRAME 09 CENTER LINE.
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REPORT #11

COMMANDfING OFFICERS REPORT

PART A -GENERAL SUMMARY'

L. Target condition after test.

(a) Drafts after test; general areas of flooding, sources.

Draft after the test, forward 19'-6", aft 20'-6", a list of
1/2 degree to port which was the same as before the test. There was
no flooding in any of the compartments except the rudder void which.
flooded to 46 inches. The rudder glands and packing were in a poor
condition initially. The flooding is little if any above normal.

(b) Structural damage; super struc~ture, hull, interior of
hull above and below armored deck (if fitted).

All light superstructure was damaged. Both stacks were
demolished with forward stack blown overboard and after stack laying
on after superstructure and extending over the side. The mainmast
was bent about 360 away from 2300 relative (direction of blast). The
main decl- was dished downward about 24 inches between frames 61
and 72 (well deck). The main deck aft was deflected downward about
6 inches between frames 136 to 140 and about 2 inches between frames
122 and 127. The second deck underneath the well -deck was dished
downward about 1 inch. The side plating of the hull showed no evidence
of being dished in. The starboard leg of the tripod of the airplane crane
was bent by the after stack falling against it.

(c) Operability. machinery, electrical, ship control, fire con-
trolý, gunnery and electronics.

All machinery, steam and electrical, has been tested and
with few exceptions, are in satisfactory operating condition. All boilers
require extensive repairs before they can be steamed (boiler #6 has
been repaired and is now steaming). #1 set of evaporators had a leak
in vacuum side but can be repaired. The efficiency of the airplane
crane was decreased by damage as described in above paragraph but
is operable for handling of light weights. Minor repairs could be
SECRET TJSS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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accomplished in a few hours to make the crane capable of handling
a plane in an emergency.

Steering control was undamaged. Both gyros had mer-
cury splashed into sensitive element; otherwise, they are undamaged.
One gyro repeater bracket and both bridge alidade stands were
broken although all gyro repeaters remained operative.

ocre All gun batteries were operable, no material damage
occurred which would prevent substained fighting action of this
vessel other than loss of main power. The condition of amm-
unition was excellent and'the ammunition train was in full oper-
ating condition. lesulting damage to fire control equipment would
have caused all batteries except 40mm and 20ram to go to local
control. These two batteries could have maintained primary means
of control.

The overall condition of electronic equipment is poor
due principally to heavy damage to antenna or antenna supports.
The forward SG radar received the least damage and after re-
placing small resistances knocked out of place, the radar would have
been 80% effective although its antenna was canted about 20% from
bending of the support structure. Radio equipment was slightly
damaged from light shock but was made operative after minor re-
pairs, the fact that most of the transmitting and receiving antennas
were knocked down, would have left the associated equipment in-
operative until emergenCy antennas were rigged.

(d) Heat: fires; estimated personnel casualties.,

The heat from the blast was agparently intense. All the
V paint directly exposed to the blast was burned and blistered through N

several coats. Although the paint was very thick on most weather
decks surfaces, there was no evidence of sustained paint fires. The
"burning was apparently instantaneous with probable smouldering
fires for a short time. There was evidence of only two small
smouldering fires, namely: chaffing mat at stern and mattresses
used for chaffing gear on fantail. With a full complement of about
1100 men on board and all general quarter stations manned it is
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estimated that about 250 men of about 325 exposed men would have
been casualties from the heat and blast. An estimated 76 casualties
would probably have resulted from flying fragments or by personnel
being thrown against structure. The radiological effects on per-
sonnel is unknown.

IL Forces evidenced and effects noted.

(a) Heat.

The blast heat was apparently from 2300 relative. Its
extent longitudinally was the full length of the ship and the full width
transversely except where protected by any structure in the direction
of the point of detonation. There was apparently little penetration by
the heat. The effect of heat on structure and equipment was neglig-
Ible.

(b) Fires and explosions.

There were no explosions nor any apparent effect on any
of the ammunition. About 10 percent of all allowance was placed in
all normal stowages, including ready boxes, in exposed locations.

(c), Shock.

The direction of shock could not be determined from the
nature of shock damage. Evidence of shock appeared in fire control
instruments which in some cases were made inoperable by bearing
supports springing out. The mercury was spilled out of the sensitive
element of both gyro compasses. The leads installed in bearings In-
dicate that shafts were forced up against the upper half ofmain tur-
bine bearings.

(d) Pressure.

The general direction of pressure was from 230°
relative. Some damage to topside structure showed an increased
effect where the surrounding structure tended to "funnel" the blast.
The general nature of pressure damage was the dishing in of bulk.

SECRET USS SALT LAKE CITY (CA25)
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heads and decks. Cast aluminum ports exposed to the blast were
blown in.

(e) Any effects apparently peculiar to the atom bomb.

None.

3iL Results of Test on Target.

(a) Effect on propulsion and ship control.
SI

e t The ship would have been left dead in the water as a
result of boiler damage although all main dive machinery, auxil-
iaries and ship control machinery (excluding gyro) were operative.

i(b) Effect on gunnery and fire control.

Damage resulted in the "knocking out'! of AA and main
battery directors due to blast; other secondary weapons could con-
tinue In action. All fire control radar antennas were disabled, and
the majority of optical equipment. There was no apparent effect
upon the operation of the guns and mounts.

(c) Effect on watertight integrity and stability.

There was no effect on stability. Damage to watertight
integrity was slight. Several doors and hatches on the main and
second deck were dished or warped but the contour of the closure
still fits the coaming and remains watertight. The main deck was
torn loose aroundengine room vent at frame 62(S). Access trunk
at frame 47 was badly battered and dished, destroying watertight
integrity to compartment A-203-L.

(d) Effect on personnel and habitability.

The effect on personnel is described in Paragraph

1(d) above.

The actual habitability of the ship was not greatly
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affected, except thog the loss ofsteam by daag to boilers.
Services which could be restored by emergency diesel generators
were very slightly damaged. Sufficient lighting, fresh water, fire
mai1n and flushing water services could be furnished to easily sus-
tain living and safety of personnel for about ten days, based on
fresh water available. The damage to the galley could have been re-'
paired in 24 hours to full operation with the exception of steam.
Although some inconveniences to the crew would have resulted,
they could have been easily'accepted wider battle- conditions. With
the exception of the supply of fresh water, the habitation of the
ship could have continued indefinitely.

(e) Total effect on fighting efficiency.

It is estimated that the fighting efficiency would pro-
bably be reduced to about 6 percent. .Most of the loss in efficiency
would result directly from almost complete loss of power. Cas-
ualties to topside personnel and damage to radar antennas and fire
control circuits would leave only the turrets in possible operation
by local control, or power operated to a greatly reduced degree
using emergency dieselgeraos
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PART C - INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION A - HULL

A. General Description of Hull Damage.

(a) Overall condition of vessel.

The paint was scorched in areas of the ship's structure

toward the blast. Light topside structure in direct path of the blast
were carried away. Any shielding whatsoever afforded protection.
Open deck spaces were dished and some light bulkheads, where the
blast was trapped, were buckled. Watertight integrity was impaired
by dishing and tearing of main deck in well deck area, severe dam-
age to access trunk frame 46 CL and floodingj of C-909-F.

(b) General areas of hull damage.

Both stacks were carried away. The well deck, fantail
and main deck, port side #4 turret, were dished in. Light structure
on bridge and fire control stations were badly damaged.

(c) Apparent causes of hull damage in each area.

All hull damage was caused by blast effect. Blast effect
followed passageways and restricted areas where surrounding struc-
ture tended to "funnel" the blast. Bulkheads and watertight doors
dished in in such areas.

(d) Principal areas of flooding with sources.

Flooding occurred only to a minor extent and this was
limited to C -909-F which was probably caused by rupture of a seam
or failure of a rivet.

(e) Residual strength, buoyancy and effect of general con-
dition of hull on operability,

The dishing in of the well deck has resulted in a re-
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duction of strength in that locality. The reserve buoyancy of C -201-L
is Impaired since the overhead is not watertight. The reduction of
strength and the non-watertightness at frame 62(S), r~educes the oper-
ability of the ship, as heavy weather will work the ship's structure
which could cause a hull failure at or near frame 62(S). Shipping of
water into C-201-L will reduce stability by free surface effect. The
same effects to a lesser degree resulted from the tearing of the
access trunk at frame 47 to compartment A-203-L.

B. Superstructure (exclusive of gun mounts).

(a) Description of damage, giving important dimensions.

Bridge area: SK radar is missing and SG radar mast
is bent about 200. The splinter shield on forward FC platform is
dished in and all windows are blown out. Brass bulkheads in sea
cabins are dished in and torn from mounting angles. Signal shack
Is dished in on all four sides. All plexiglass in windshields are
shattered and also in instruments. Armored doors to 20mm clipping
rooms were only minorly damaged while all others were badly dished
xin. Flag bags were demolished and torn loose. The port door of the
pilot house was dished in and torn loose from its fittings. The after
bulkhead of Flag Plot was dished into a maximum of 5" with a few
cracks around strength members. The ladder to the communications

edeck on the starboard side was missing. The door and forward bulk-
head to 20mm clipping room on communications deck was dished in.
A lightly constructed locker on top was crushed in. The temporary
steel plate over the centerline hatch at frame 46 (communications
deck) was dished in. The superdeck officer's country suffered one
air port blown in and damage to port bulkhead between frames 46 and
49. The deck at frame 47 tore rivets loose from transverse frame. Two
wardroom ports were blown in. There was minor dishing of bulkheads
on the port side between frames 42 and 46, while the after wardroom
bulkhead at frame 46 (port) was dished, including frames and door
structure. The ladder at frame 47 was moderately damaged and was
torn loose from the main deck fittings.

Midship deckhouse and stacks: The forward stack was
completely missing having been torn loose at the breeching. The after
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stack was torn loose about 6 to 8 feet above the superdeck and laying
across the after superstructure deck extending over the starboard
side.

After deckhouse and tower: The starboard support of
the airplane crane was bent by falling stack. The after port corner
of battle II tower at superdeck level was torn loose from the deck and
raised up 3". - The forward starboard corner dished in the super-
structure deck and btrkled the tower structure. The after starboard
corner also buckled and the forward port corner shows signs of
twisting but did not tear loose from the deck. The structure as a
whole has leaned to starboard about 4". The searchlight platform
had a wrinkled deck, dished in splinter shields and demolished flag
bags. The mainmast was bent about 350 from 2400 relative. On the
after fire control tower the armored door to main battery fire con-
trol director was dished in and lightly constructed ladders were torn
loose and severely damaged. All compartments adjacent to the port
and starboard maindeck passageways of amidship superstructure had
dished in bulkheads and doors. Ventilation ducts in the galley were
-slightly damaged and some fresh water pipes were ruptured. The
galley stack was torn off about 15' above the superdeck.

S(b) Causes of damage in each area.

All damage was caused by the effects of blast on large
flat areas and in spaces where blast was confined.

(c) Evidence of fire in superstructure.

None.

(d) Estimate of relative effectiveness against heat and
blast of:

Various plating thicknesses: Heat had no effect on
structure regardless of thickness. Any plating to 1/2" will suffer
distortion depending upon the position relative to the blast and how the
structure confines the blast.
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Various shaped surfaces: Curved and rounded surfaces
tend to deflect effects of blast under all circumstances. Flat areas
suffer considerably.

STS compared to MS: STS is far superior to MS.

Aluminum structures (where fitted): Cast aluminu~m
structure such as ports and port hole rims failed completely when
exposed to the blast.

(e) Constructive criticism of superstructure design or
construction including important fittings and equipment.

The superstructure needs to be streamlined and must
prevent trapping of blast forces.

C. Turrets, Guns and Directors.

(a)' Protected Mounts.

General condition, including operability, If known.

damaed b the All turrets are operable. Turret #1. was slightly
damaed b thebending of the left trunnion bearing; however, the

damage does not effect -operation of the turret.

Effectiveness of installed turrets or shields.

The protection afforded by turrets is excellent.

(b) Unprotected Mounts.

General condition, including operability, if known.

All, unprotected mounts are operable. Some of
-the mounts received slight damage such as; bent pointer telescope,
open sights missing, burned wiring, and scorched paint.

Effectiveness and sufficiency of crew shelters.
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Burned paint and wiring indicated that all per-
sonnel should be protected by enclosed mounts. A high percentage
of topside personnel on the guns would have been casualties with no
more protection than is provided on this ship.

(c) Directors and Range Finders.

General condition, -including operability, if known.

All directors were temporary inoperative. Tý±e
after main and AA directors could have been repaired to normal
operation within 24 hours. The forward main and AA directors were
moderately damaged and would have required Navy Yard repairs.

The range finders in both AA directors were in-
operative due to jamming of shafting and gears, however, the range
finder optics were apparently undamaged.

The main battery range finders were slightly
damaged by displacement of the I. A. scale which prevents accurate
internal adjustment.

Condition of instruments therein.

6" Directors - Sky Forward.

Rangekeeper. R2 and F limit stop switches were
damaged by the blast as was the Parallax mechanism. Power leads
to the rangekeeper were damaged at an external point.

Stable Element. 1 C5B tube was broken by the
shock of the blasl; the level preamplifier unit was put functioning
properly after the blast. Inner level gimbal was found to have
jumped out of its bearings. Wires on resistors in the anti-hunt unit
were broken and the level gear to the Range Finder now binds in
-operation.

Hydraulic Unit. The relay in the controller and

starter box was damaged by the blast.
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Optics. The trainers scope was out of alignment57' depression.

5" Directors - Sky Aft.

Rangekeeper. Operation is rather sticky; "A"
tests show good majority readings but poor averages.

Stable Element. 2 C 5B tubes were broken by the
shock of the blast and approximately one half of the mercury of the
equipment was spilled by the blast.

Hydraulic Unit. The controller relays were
damaged.

Optics. The alignment of these instruments was
found to be off of the brench mark readings, 9' in elevation and 18'
in train.

Main Battery Directors.

Director L General. The trainers prism was
loose from its shafting and the cross level indicator knob was
broken as was also the indicator bracket by the blast. Co knob was
bent by falling radar gear. Rangekeeper clock runs slow and eratic.
Bench marks for this director were destroyed by the blast.

Director II. General. The rangekeeper clock is
slow and eratic in operation as a result of the blast. Sight de-
pression drum will not synchronize with the rangekeeper.

(d) Constructive criticism of design or construction of
mounts, directors, foundations and shelters.

'The construction of mounts and directors should pro-
vide curved surfaces in all directions to minimize the effects of
blast. The directors should be spherical with as few openings as
possible. All foundations withstood the blast effects satisfactorily.
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D. Torpedo Mounts, Depth Charge Gear.

Not applicable.

F. Weather Deck.

(a) General condition of deck and causes of damage.

The weather deck is torn at frame 47 CL and 61(S).
The well deck is dished in to a depth of about 24" and the fantail
about 1 1/2". All damage was caused by blast effect and pressure.

(b) Usability of deck in damaged condition.

The entire main deck is -usable in its damaged condition.

(c) Condition of equipment and fittings.

The lifelines facing the blast were damaged and stan-
chions were bent but all are readily repairable. Light sheet-metal
lockers were crushed and distorted in varying degrees according
to their position relative to the blast.

Mooring and towing fittings: The after 1 3/4" mooring
wire parted. The 3 mooring shackle at the forward buoy was bent
and cracked. The starboard riding shackle was slightly bent.

Boats and boat-handling; l]Merafts: All boat handling
equipment was intact. #2 MWB was demolished. #1 MWB suffered
a cracked port gunwhale and a 6" hole in the bilge. About 20% of
the liferafts were mlsf;ing or demolished. All others were usable.

Airplane handling gear; airplane crane: All airplane
handling gear except the crane was removed prior to target test.
The airplane crane suffered a bent starboard support caused by
falling after stack resulting in slight misalignment of kingpost. It
is operable and can be used with a reduction in lift of about 50%.
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F. Exterior Hull (above waterline).

(a) Condition of exterior hull plating and causes of damage.

No damage.

(b) Condition of exterior hull fittings and causes of damage.

No damage.

(c) Details of any impairment of sheet strakes.

No damage.

(d) Condition of side armor belt, if fitted externally.

No damage.

G. Interior Compartments (above waterline or armor deck, •
fitted).

(a) Damage to structure and causes.

Dishing of frames and wrinkling of stanchions Occurred
under the well deck and fantail. The failure of the well deck caused
rupturing of miscellaneous saltwater, fresh water, steam heat piping
and ventilation ducts. There was minor damage such as split seams

* in ventilation ducts in other compartments on second deck. Doors on
second deck were dished slightly.

(b) Damaget6 joiner bulkheads and causes.

No damage.

(c) Details of damage to access closures and fittings.

All closures and fittings remain operable although there
is slight dishing to some doors on second deck. A
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(d) Condition of equipment within compartments.

No damage.

(e) Evidence of fires.

None.

(f) Damage in way of piping, cables, ventilation ducts, etc.

Vent ducts and steam heat piping under well deck were
ruptured.' Blower ducts in #4 blower room were ruptured. Lighting
cables broke in wardroom passageway due to failure of structure to
which attached. In general there was practically no damage to this
type equipment except where the supporting structure was severely
damaged.

(g) Estimate of reduction in watertight subdivision, habit-
ability and utility of compartments.

Tearing of the main deck at frame 62(S).made C-201-L

non-watertight. Dishing of the well deck reduced the habitability and
utility about 25%. Tearing of access trunk outside wardroom at frame
47 made A-203 -L non-watertight. The habitability and utility of
A-203-L Is unimpaired.

H. Armor Deck (if fitted).

(a) Damage to armor deck and causes of damage.

No damage.

•4 (b) Protection afforded spaces below.

Unimpaired.

(c) Condition around openings.

Hatches: No damage.
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U
F. Exterior Hull (above waterline).

(a) Condition of exterior hull plating and causes of damage.

No damage.

(b) Condition of exterior hull fittings and causes of damage.

No damage.

(c) Details of any impairment of sheet strakes.

No damage.

(d) Condition of side armor belt, if fitted externally.

No damage.

G. Interior Compartments (above waterline or armor deck,
fitted).

(a) Damage to structure and causes.

Dishing of frames and wrinkling of stanchions occurred
under the well deck and fantail. The failure of the well deck caused

rupturing of miscellaneous saltwater, fresh water, steam heat piping
and ventilation ducts. There was minor damage such as split seams
in ventilation ducts in other compartments on second deck. Doors on
second deck were dished slightly.

(b) Damage.,t6 joiner bulkheads and causes.

No damage.

(c) Details of damage to access closures and fittings.

All closures and fittings remain operable although there
is slight dishing t) some doors on second deck.
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(d) Condition of equipment within compartments.

No damage..

(e) Evidence of fires.

None.

(f) Damage in way of piping, cables, ventilation ducts, etc.

Vent ducts and steam heat piping under well deck were
ruptured. Blower ducts in #4 blower room were ruptured. Lighting
cables broke in wardroom passageway due to failure of structure to
which attached. In general there was practically no damage to this
type equipment except where the supporting structure was'severely
damaged.

(g) Estimate of reduction in watertight subdivision, habit-
ability and utility of compartments.

Tearing of the main deck at frame 62 (S) made C -201 -L
non-watertight. Dishing of the well deck reduced the habitability and
Utility about 26%. Tearing of access trunk outside wardroom at frame
47 made A -203 -L non-watertight. The habitability and utility of
A-203 -L is unimpaired.

H. Armor Deck (if fitted).

(a) Damage to armor deck and causes of damage.

No damage.

(b) Protection afforded spaces below.

Unimapaired.

(c) Condition around openings.

Hatches: No damage.
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Gratings: No damage.

Uptake bulkheads: No damage.

Barbettes: No damage.

(d) Condition of connections to vertical armor.

No damage.

L Interior Compartments (below waterline).

(a) Damage to structure and causes.

C -909-F has a leak from sea - probably caused by
failure of a rivet or seam.

(b) Damage to joiner bulkheads and causes.

No damage.

(c) Details of damage to access closures and causes.

No damage.

(d) Condition of equipment within compartments.

All boilers have had casings blown out; some bricks
loosened and about 60% of the plastic has failed. No other equip-
menrt in interior compartments was damaged.

(e) Flooding.

*C-909-F and D-421-V were flooded. The leak in D-421-V
is around the rudder post and is considered little if any above normal.

(f) Damage in way of piping, cables, ventilation ducts, shafts,
etc.
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There has been only minor damage to ventilation, piping
and cables and no damage to shafts. Auxiliary equipment ýs undam-
aged.

(g) Estimate of reduction in watertight subdivision, habit-
ability and utility of spaces.

Except for leak in C-909-F there is no reduction in water-
tight subdivision. Habitability and utility of spaces has been unim-
paired.

Underwater Hull.

(a) Interior inspection of. underwater hull.

A leak in C-909-F has appeared.

(b) Effect of damage on buoyancy, operability, maneuver-
ability.

No effects have been noted.

(c) Any known or suspected damage to:

Shafts and propellers: None.

Struts: No damage.

Rudders: No damage.

External keels: No damage.

(d) Details of impairment of keel structure.

No damage.

S~K. T•ank~s.

A (a) Condition of tanks in areas of damage.
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There has been no major damage to tank structure.
C-909-F is the only tank which has suffered any damage -this is
external as the tank has flooded with water.

(b) Contamination of liquids.

Extent and cause, if known:. No damage.

Effect on ship operability. No damage.

(c) Damage (known or suspected) to torpedo defense system.

No damage.

L. Flooding.

(a) Description of major flooding areas.

No major flooding.

(b) Sources of flooding.

Opened boundaries: C-909-F probably has a loose rivet

or open seam.

Damaged or poorly designed system or fittings; as.,

access closures, piping, wiring, ventilation ducts, etc.:.

No damage.

c) List of compartments believed to have flooded slowly so

as to be susceptible to damage control.

None.

M. Ventilation (exclusive of blowers).

(a) Damage to ventilation system and causes.

Ducts: In engine rooms, ducts have had minor ruptures
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In seams. These ducts were in fair to poor condition previously.
Vent ducts in the spaces under the well deck were ruptured as a
result of the weUl deck being dished. There were a few minor rup-
tu~res in seams in compartments on the second deck but the effect
on ventilation was very slight.

Closures: None.

Effect on habitability: There was no effect on habit-
ability.

(b) Evidence that ventilation system conducted heat, blast,
fire or smoke below decks.

TIhere is slight discoloration of paint on engine room
ducts indicating that heat was conducted thru the ducts. Also there
Is evidence of blast through natural exhaust trunks; this is shownl by
warped and ruptured aprons under ladders on these trunks. There
is no such evidence in any other spaces.

(c) Evidence that ventilation system allowed progressive
flooding.

None.

(d) Constructive criticism of design avad construction of
system.

Engine room exhaust vents should be fitted with protected
blowers rather than to rely on vulnerable straight escape trunks.
Vent ducts In spaces under the exposed areas of the main deck should
be supported from the second deck rather than from the main deck
overhead.

N. Ship Control.

(a) Damage to ship control stations and causes.

Bridge area: One gyro repeater bracket and both alidade,
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stands were broken and all glass and plexiglass covers on all instru-
ments were shattered, by the blast. In spite of this damage all
instruments remained operative.

C.I.C.: No damage.

Gyro-compass equipment: As noted above repeaters
remained operative. Master gyros had mercury splashed into sens-
itive element, however, after being cleaned, gyros were operative.

Steering gear: No damage.

Interior communications: No damage.

(b) Constructive criticism of ship control system.

Layout and arrangement. The arrangement of 'the open
bridge is such that there are many blind spots caused by mast
structure and 40mm mounts which interferes with conning the ship.

A compact and streamlined structure which will allow
maximum visibility through ports would be necessary to provide
protection to ship control personnel and instruments.

Location with respect to protection. Almost no protec-
tion is provided for ship control personnel on the bridge. See remarks
in paragraph above.

0* Fire Control.

(a) Damage to fire control stations and causes.

Directors and elevated control positions. The damage in
the directors was caused by the blast and resultant shock. No damage
was caused by heat or fire. Damage to directors is described in sub-
paragraph C (c).

Plot rooms and protected spaces. Not applicable.
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() List of stations having insufficient protection and esti-
mated effect on fighting, efficiency of the loss of each,.

V"/25 battery (8 guns)
40mm, battery (6 quad mounts)
20mm. battery (16 single mounts)
AA directors (two)

Each mount directly exposed to the blast (without other
intervenin~g ship structure) would have been almost a complete loss
due to personnel casualties. There would also have been casualtiesN
at other mounts from flying debris.

(c) Constructive criticism of location and arrangement opf9
stations.

Location of the stations appears to be satisfactory bult
the~ lightness in the construction and also the design (of shielding,
etc.) give inadequate protection. Housing of optics and fire control
radar antennas should be improved to provide protection against
blast,

P. Ammunition Behavior.

(a) Ready service ammunition, location, protection, be-
havior under heat and blast.

Main battery. There was no apparent affect on any
ammunition.

Secondary battery. There was no effect on ammunition.
The sun.'shield on ready service boxes were damaged by the blast.

40nmm 20mm and other. Same as secondary battery.

(b) Magazines, location, protection, forces involved, be-
havior,

Main battery powder and projectiles. Satisfactory in
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all respects.

Secondary battery. Satisfactory in all respects.

40mm, 20mm and other. Satisfactory in all respects.

Bomb, mine, depth charge and torpedo stowage. App,-
licable to bomb only - satisfactory in all respects.

(c) List of stowages which are insufficiently protected and
effects on ship survival of explosion of each stowage.

No stowage protection resulted in the damage or ex-

plosion of ammunition. Ready service boxes of AA battery in ex-
posed positions appear to be insufficiently protected from blast.

(d) Behavior of gasoline stowage facilities.

No damage.

Q. Ammunition Handling.

(a) Condition and operability of ammunition handling devices.

Main battery hoists. No damage.* *5

Secondary battery. No damage.

Passing scuttles. No damage.

Bomb and torpedo elevators. Not applicable.

(b) Evidence that any ammunition handling devices contri-
buted to passing of heat, fire, blast or flooding water..

None.

(c) Constructive criticism of design and construction of
ammunition handling devices.
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Exposed ammunition positions, due to insufficient pro-
tection, are considered to be hazardous and undoubtedly would re-
sult in casualties.

R. Strength;

(a) Permanent hog or sag.

Hull evidence. No visual evidence.

Superstructure expansion joints, etc. None installed.

Local evidence of longitudinal stresses. None.

(b) Shear strains In hull plating.

None.

(c) Evidence of transverse or racking strains.

None.

(d) Details of any local failures in way of structural discon-
tinuities°

The main deck tore away from the engine room vent
trunk at frame 62(S); this was caused by dishing of well deck. See
Part C, section 1, paragraph B(a) for details of battle IL

(e) Evidence of panel deflection under blast.

Evidence is shown by dishing of decks and bulkheads and
loss of stacks.

(f) Turret, machinery and gun foundations.

None.
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V*1

S. Miscellaneous

(a) Evidence of heat damage variations under various
colors of camouflage painting.

None.

(b) Other miscellaneoas effects or condition noted during
inspection.

None.

*1
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PART C -INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION B - MACHINERY

A. General Description of Machinery Damage.

(a) Overall condition.

AU boilers suffered casing failures and apparent move-
ment of steam drums. Brick work fell to a very minor extent and
plastic about 60% failure.' Boller #8 suffered structural failure in
tubing such as to cause loss of water, however, all other boilers are
tight. All boilers can be repaired and placed in operating condition
with replacement of stacks and repairs to upper breeching and
casings and replacement of miscellaneous ruptured drain and atmos-
pheric exhaust lines. No other major damage to machinery has been
experienced.

(b) Areas of major damage.

Major damnage occurred to stacks and to breeching and
casings of all boilers.

(c) Primary causes of damage in each area of major damage.

AUl damage to above was caused by blast effect.

(d) planct. of Target Test on overall operation of -machinery

Target test had little effect on the operation of machinery
except as noted above in connection with the boilers0 By repairing
boiler casings on boiler #6 and rigging a temporary stack, the ship
was able to light fires and get up steam to test all machinery.. only
a few steam heating lines were ruptured by carrying away of struc.-
ture to which they were attached.
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B. Boilers.

(a) Air casings.

All air casings and breeching were blown out to extent
that repairs are required before boilers may have fires lighted.
This failure was caused by blast effect of target test. Boiler #4
appears to have had a general settling of about 6 inches.

(b) External fittings (stop and check valves, safety valves,
etc.)

No damage.

(c) Fuel oil burner assemblies.

Registers were undamaged. Burner barrels were blown
out with sufficient force that 50% were found on floor plates. No
damage was found to burner barrels, plates or tips.

(d) Brick work and furnaces.

There was minor damage to brickwork and will require
a small amount of patching. All floors are in satisfactory condition.
About 60% of plastic will require replacement. Shaking and possible
movement of steam drum is primary cause of plastic failure.

(e) Steam and water drums and headers.

Steam drums appear to have moved slightly, however,
only boiler #8 lost any water and this by rupturing a poor tube. All
steam and water 'drums and headers appear to be in good condition.

(f) Tubes (generating, superzheater, downcomer, economizer).

Boiler #8 suffered one tube failure and this probably was
abetted by the tube being in only fair condition prior to test.
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C. Blowers.

(a) Turbines or motors.

All blower turbines were undamaged.

(b) Blower.

Blower impellers were undamaged.

(c) Foundations.

Foundations were undamaged.

(d) External fittings (gages, piping, oil coolers, etc.)

No damage, however, nearly all, gages require resetting
of pointer as they were found behind zero stop peg.

(e) Shutters (air intake, automatic, etc.)

All shutters were warped bat require only minor re-
pairs.

(f) Blower rooms (air lockers if enclosed fireroom).

#4 blower room bulkhead was ruptured and after door
sprung.

D. Fuel Oil Equipment.

(a) Heaters.

No damage.

(b) Strainers.

No damage,
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(c) Manifolds.

No damage; except reach rods to transfer manifold in #1
boiler room were bent by movement of floor gratings which were
attached to boiler casings.

(d) Fittings (thermometers, gages).

No damage.

E. Boiler Feedwater Equipment.

(a) Heaters.

No damage.

(b) Deaerating Tanks.

None installed.

(c) Feedwater tanks (hotwell, filter, etc.)

No damage.

(d) Miscellaneous.

No other damage.

F. Main Turbines.

(a) Casings.

No damage.

(b) Bearings.

No damage.
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(c) Rotors.

No damage.

(d) Blading and shrouding.

No damage.

(e) Packing and glands.

No damage.

(f) Valves.

No damage.

(g) Foundations.

No damage.

(h) Fittings (oilsights, thermometers, clearance indicators,
etc.)

No dar-ageo

G. Reductl.on Gears.

(a) Foundations and casings.

No damage, except breather cap broken by ladder apron
falling on it.

(b) Gears and shafting.

No damage.

(c) Bearings.

No damage.
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(d) Couplings (flexible and solid).

No damage.

(e) Fittings (oilsight, thermometers, etc.)

No damage.

(f) Turning gears.

No damage.

H. Shafting and Bearings.

(a) Shafting.

No damage.

(b) Bearings and bearing foundations.

No damage.

(c) Alignment.

No damage.

(d) Stern tubes, bulkheads packing glands, etc.)

No damage.

1. Lubrication System,

(a) Coolers.

No damage.

(b) Filters and strainers.

No damage.
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(c) Purifiers.

No damage.

(d) Tanks (sump, settling, etc.)

No damage.

(e) Fittings (gauges, etc.)

No damage.

J. Condensers and Air Ejectors.

(a) Water boxes.

No damage.

(b) Shell and shell conn>ctions.

No damage.

(c) Expansion joints.

No damage.

(d) Air ejectors.

No damage.

(e) Inter and after condensers.

None installed.

(f) Miscellaneous valves, gages, fittings, and attached
piping.

Resetting of gages required, otherwise no damage.
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K. PiAMPa4

C(a) Feed pumps.

No damage.

No damnage.

(q) Cmade ate pumps.

NO damn ae. . .

Fd ire pumps.'...

No. d~am~age. . ~ ;.C~

(e) Lube onl pumps. .'~w .

No damage,

()Fuel oil puxops.

(9J LLwbLn pumps..

*No damage.

LAuxiliary Generatan. (bi and rars). , .*

I, * ~(a) roundatkms and misalignerit, . .1...V

9-lo damage.,
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No, damage.

d)Coolers.

No damage.

-(q) 'Go~ernois.

No d&maeV.

~)valves,# fitup~s, etc*

No danagei..

Mi. Thrope11exs..

()B~lades.

Uh1movma; to daxnage, suspected.

C) aps,mnuts, etc.

Uxkow*A; no damges suspectedo

Flzrst effect of *I. set wfexred a ruptured tube. .

No dapmue.
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(d) Miscellaneous valves, fittings, gages, attached piping,
etc.

Two sight glasses broken on #2 set.

0. Refrigerating Plant.

(a) Compressors.

No damage.

(b) Motors.

No damage.

(c) Condensers.

No damage.

(d) Foundations.

No damage.

(e) Refrigerant piping and cooling coils.

No damage.

(f) Insulation and lagging.

No damage.
$

(g) Miscellaneous valves, switches, controls, fittings, etc.

No damage.

P. Winches, Windlasses and Capstans.

(a) Foundations and bedplates.

No damage.
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(b) Motors.

No damage.

(c) Brakes and brake lining.

No damage.

(d) Gearing.

No damage.

(e) Hydraulic system.

No damage.

(f) Drums, bearings, shafting.

No damage.

(g) Fittings, wildcats, valves, etc.

No damage.

Q. Steering Engine.

(a) Foundations.

No damage.

(b) Ram, quadrant, chains, screws, etc.

No damage.

(c) Hydraulic system, including pumps, piping, etc.

No damage.
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(d) Follow up system.

No damage.

(e) Motors or engines.

No damage.

(f) Miscellaneous (steering stands, gages, etc.)

No damage.

R. Elevators, Ammunition Hoists, etc.

(a) Machinery foundations.

No damage.

(b) Motors and gearing.

No damage.

(c) Hydraulic systems.

No damage.

(d) Guide rails, dredger chains, etc.

No damage.

(e) Elevator platforms.

None installed.

(f) Brakes and brake lining.

None installed.
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(g) Control systems and follow up gear.

No damage.

S. Ventilation (Machinery).

(a) Fans and motors.

No damage.

(b) Foundations and mountings.

No damage.

(c) Heaters.

Unknown as ducts and steam heat lines have not been
repaired; those ihtact suffered no damage.

(d) Miscellaneous.

None.

T. Air Compressors.

(a) Foundations.

No damage.

(b) Compressors and motors.

No damage.

(c) Coolers.

No damage.

(d) Tanks.

No damage.
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(e) Miscellaneous gages, attached piping, etc.

No damage.

U. Diesels (Generators and Boats).

(a) Foundations.

No damage. NOTE: #2 Motor Whale Boat was shattered
anid engine damaged beyond repair. Whether damage resulted from
blast or from being thrown out of boat on deck, is unknown.

(b) Casings and cylinders.

No damage.

(c) Bearings, crankshafts, pistons, etc.

No damage.

(d) Fuel injection system.

No damage.

(e) Superchargers.

None installed.

() Governors.

No damrage.

(g) Miscellaneous.

No damage.

V. Piping.

(a) Main steam.
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No damage. NOTE: There is evidence of movement of
piping as some hangers have bends in them and some lagging has
broken and fallen off.

(b) Au•liary steam.
No damage.

(c) Auxiliary exhaust.

No damage except for loss of atmospheric exhaust pipes
attached to the stacks.

(d) I (f)

No damage.

(g) Firemaln, sprinkling, and water curtain.

Minor damage to risers from second deck to main deck.
Damage caused by movement of structure to wdich attached. No
damnage to sprinkling system.

No damage.

(1) Gasoline.

Unkmown as the system was inoperative before the test.

(mn) Other systems.

S" No damage.

W. MLscellaneous.

Machne shop tools were not damaged.
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PART C - INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION C -ELECTRICAL 7

A. General Description of Electrical Damage.

(a) overall condition.

Electrical equipment in general withstood the blast
satisfactorily. All equipment below decks and lIn protected areas was
undamaged. Exposed equipment suffered broken stands and glass.
Some exposed cable was ruptulred by carrying away of structuxre to which
attached.

()Areas of major damage.

Units exposed to blast in open areas of bridge and
:fire control stations suffered the most damage.

(c) Primary causes of damage in each area of major damage.

All damage resulted from blast effects.

(d) Operability of electric plant.

Ship's service generator plant. No damage.

Engine and boiler amdcliaries. Undamaged.

Electrical propulsion. Not applicable.

Communications. One 17 MC reproducer blown out of
case on open bridge, otherwise no damage.

Fire control circuits. Undamaged.

Ventilation. Undamaged.

Lighting. Not damaged except where structure to which
attached has carried away.
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(e) Types of equipment most affected.

Switchboards and switch gear. No damage.

Rotating machinery. No damage.

Motor controllers. No damage.

Cables and supports. Damage occu~rred only Where.
structure to which attached carris- away, primarily on bridge and
fire control stations.

B. Electric Propulsion Rotating Equipment.

Not. applicable.

C.. Electric Propulsion Control Equipment.

Not applicable.

D. Generators - Ship's Service.

Not damaged.

E. Generators - Emergency.

(a) Frame and mounting.

Undamaged.

(b) Commutators or Slip rings.

Not damaged.

(c) Brushes and brush rigging.

Not damaged.
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(d) Bearings.

Not damaged.

(e) Fans.

Not damaged.

S(f) Balance coils.

Not damaged.

t F. Switchboards, Distribution and Transfer Panels.

(a) Framework and mountings.

No damage suffered except to battery charging rheo-
stat structure which was twisted by movement of rheostat unit
attached to switchboard on a cantilever support.

(b) Electrical connections and wiring.

No damage.

(c) Busbars.

No damage.

(d) Circuit breakers, contactors, switches and relays.

No damage.

(e) Rheostats and resistors.

No damage.

Mechanical operating mechanisms and Interlocks.
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(g) Insulating materials.

No damage.

(h) Instruments.

No damage.

(i) Rectifiers.

No damage.

(J) Fuses.

No damage and none thrown out of clips.

(k) Voltage regulators.

No damage.

G. Wiring, Wiring Equipment, and Wireways.

(a) Cable (power, lighting, I.C., F.C., propulsion and de-
gaussi•g.)

No damage except for lighting and anemometer cable which
were ruptuaied by failure of supporting structure.

(b) Wireway supports.

No damage suffered except as in (a) above.

(c) Connection, junction boxes, receptacles, and plugs.

No damage suffered except as noted in (a).

H. Transformers (Lighting and I.C.).

(a) Framework and mountings.
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No damage.

(b) Electrical connections.

No damage.

.L Submarine Propelling Batteries.

Not applicable.

3I. Portable Batteries.

(a) Mounting.

#6 gunfiring battery box (5" battery) was torn loose by
a missile.

(b jars.

No damage except as noted in (a) and #2 Motor Whale
Boat which was shattered.

(e) Cell and cable connections.

Same as (b) above.

(d) Acid spillage.

Same as (b) above.

K. Motors, Motor Generator Sets, and Motor Controllers.

(a) Rotating equipment.

Framework and mounting. No damage.

Commutator or slip rings. No damage.

* Brushes and brush rigging. No damage.
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Bearings. No damage.

SSpeed regulators. No damage.

(b) Control equipment.

Framework and mounting. No damage.

Electrical connections and wiring. No damage.

Contactors, switches and relays. No damage..

Rheostats and resistors. No damage.

Insulating materials. No damage.

Pilot circuit devices. No damage.

Brakes. No damage.

L. Lighting Equipment.

(a) Lamps.

No damage suffered even in exposed areas.

(b) Reflectors.

No damage.

(c) Fixture Mounts.

No damage suffered except for those attached to strut-
tares which carTied away.

(d) Shock mounts. (U-strap type and plate type).

No damage suffered except for failure of supporting
structure.
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(e) Pendant lamp holders.

No damage.

(f) Lamp globes.

No damage.

M. Searchlights. (36", 24", 12" and 8").

(a) Framework and mountings.

36": -Bases were twisted which prevented the light
being able to elevate or train. Light broken from base.

24": Starboard: Light broke away from base and
fell to the open bridge and was demolished.

24": Port: Framework was twisted and broken,

shattering the drum and dome.

12": No damage.

8": None installed.

(b) Front glass.

36": Starboard JP broken while the port is intact.

24": Both are broken.

12": No damage.

(c) Shutter and operating mechanism.'

36": Both units have iris disengaged from operating
mechanism and retaining lip was insufficient to hold the iris
assembly in place allowing the iris to fall ,into lamp.
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24": Both are demolished.
12": No damage;

(d) Locks and brakes.

36": Both are inoperative as the foundation is twisted.
24": Both are off their base and broken.
12": Undamaged.

(e) Arc lamp feed rods.

36": Starboard and port appear undamaged.
24": Both.appear undamaged.

(f) Incandescent lamps.

12": Undamaged.

(g) Rheostats.

Undamaged.-

N. Degaussing Equipment.

(a) Compass compensating coils and control boxes.

No damage.

(b) Connection boxes.

No damage.

(c) Heading switches and relays.

No damage,
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0. Gyro Compass Equipment.

(a) Master.

Mercury splashed Into sensitive element but upon
cleaning and replacing mercury, no damage was found.

"(b) Repeaters.

No damage.

(c) DRT and DRA.

No damage.

P4  Sound Powered Telephones.

(a) Headsets.

No damage.

(b) Handsets.

No damage.

(c) Jack and switch boxes.

No damage'suffered except to those attached to struc-.bdes which failure such as bulkheads and shields in fire control

and bridge areas.

d) Stowage.
No damage suffered except unprotected boxes in open

control stations.,

Ship's Service Telephones.

(a) Exchange.
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No damage.

(b) Line equipment.

R. Announcing Systems.

(a) Portable (PAM and PAB).

No portable units were installed. Stationary units were
undamaged.

(b) Amplifier Racks.

No damage.

(c) Control Racks.

No damage.

(d) Transmitting stations.

No damage.

(e) ReprQducers.

No damage suffered except to one 17 MC unit on open
bridge.

(f) Inter-communicating units.

No damage.

S. Telegraphs.

No damage suffered except to glass in exposed units
on bridge.

T. Indicating System.

b No damage suffered except to glass in exposed units on
bridge.
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U. I.C. and A.C.O. Switchboards.

No damage.

V. F.. Swtchbards
No damagI
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SECTION III

PART C - INSPECTION REPORT

SECTION D - ELECTRONICS

A. General Description of Electrical Damage.

(a) Overall condition.

Overall condition is poor due to the exposed portions of
electronic equipment such as antennas, wave guides and cabling, suf-
fering severe damage. Units located inside compartments received
minor damage, principally from shock. Shock fractured large tube
envelopes and caused resistors to fly out of fuse type clips.

(b) Areas of major damage.

The. following radar antennas were blown overboa~rd by
blast and high wind: SK, after SG, forward Mark III and after Mark

MI. The Mark IV antenna was severely damaged. The Mark 28 an-
tenna was blown off the director and completely demolished.

(c) Primary cause of damage in each area.

The causes of damage to all antennas was the Initial
blast and high wind velocities. Minor damage to equipment inside
compartments was caused by shock.

(d) Operability of electronic equipment.

1. Radar.

All radar units except the forward SG radar were made
inoperative by damage or destruction of antennas. The forward BG
radar antenna support was bent about 15 or 20 degrees but the an-
tenna was operative and the equipment was estimated to have about
80% of original' efficiency.
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2. Radio.

All radios were made Inoperable by the damage or des-.
truction of antennas. Some of the antennas could have-been replaced
in a few hours and the unit made operative. Blast damage to mast
structure and high winds were apparently the cause of antenna damage.

3. Sonar.

The fathometer (only sonar gear on board) was Undamaged.

4. Loran.

{ The loran antenna was blown down. There was no inter-
nal damage to the equipment. The antenna could have been replaced
in a few hours to make the unit operative.

5. Othier.

All test equipment that was not secured was knocked
around by blast and shock causing minor damage.

(e) Types of equipment most affected.

The Mark III and ~Mark IV fire control radar equipmentt ~was most affected~ possibly due to their age and early design. Antenna
damage accounted for 95% of the total damage suffered by electronic
equipment. The SG radar equipment withstood the effects of the blast
and shock better than other types of radars.

B. Fire Control Radar.
All fire control antennas were severely damaged or complete-

ly destroyed. Minor damage occurred in the main frame and indi-
cators. The following elements suffered damage: Mark III (fwd);
V2 (70KA keyer tube) envelope broken by shock, globar resistor type
A (60K ohms) bent by shock, wave guide bent by motion of main frame,
-2X2 H.V. rectifiers developed open filaments; Mark IV; 2X2 and 3B54
H. V,. rectifiers developed open filaments, Micolex support for H. V.
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line cracked and bent; Mark III (aft); H. V. corona discharge at

porcelain insulator and at entrance to transmitter.

C. Surface Search Radar.

(1) After SG: The antenna parabola was blown overboard.
The cabling must have shorted or grounded in the antenna pedestal
or on the mainmast for the amplidyne overheated. No damage occurr-
ed in the main frame or indicator.

(2) Forward SG: The antenna was intact and capable of nor-
mal operation. Minor damage was suffered in the main frame. RI
04, R105 and R106 were blown out of their clips. K104 was broken
open. T106 suffered a shorted secondary. No damage occurred in
the control and indicator unit.

D. Air Search Radar.

The antenna was blown over the side, the pedestal remaining
unharme-. Minor damage occurred in the transmitter. Three of the
ring oscillator tubes (327A's) suffered broken envelopes. The metal
hanging strap on the filament voltage variac fractured. No damage
occurred in the control and indicator units.

E. Radar Repeaters.

Six repeaters suffered no damage whatsoever. The VD-2 on
Sky Control was 8eriously damaged. Its frame was badly bent, two
807 tubes have broken envelopes, and the range selector switch was
demolished. The VC in auxiliary CIC develope'd arcing in two places,
through the terminal board at R3313 and from a cable to ground below 7
the intensity potentiometer.
3, F. Radar Counter Measures Equipment. '

All transmitters and receivers are located in CIC, and were
undamaged. All RCM transmitter antennas were damaged or des-
troyed. The two receiving antunnas forward of Sky Control were
bent on their mount to starboard but were funtionally intact. The only
operable transmitting antenna was the one forward of and below Sky
Control.
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G. Radar and Radio Beacons.

None installed.

H. IFF Equipment.

All IFF -equipment was operable following the test. No
change was noticed in any unit, even though the two ABK-7's in
Flag Plot were knocked off their mounts to the deck.

I. Communication Transmitters.

All radio transmitting antennas were destroyed or damaged.
Internal damage to equipment was negligible, and mainly due to tubes
being knocked from sockets. Only one bowl insulator was damaged.

3., Communication Receivers.

All antennas destroyed or damaged. Internal damage was
ne~liglble; only a few tubes were knocked from sockets.

K. Communication Antennas (Radio).

All antennas were blown down.

L. Radio Transceivers (Combined Transmitters and Receivers).

None installed.

M. Sonar Echo Ranging and Listening Equipment.

None installed.

N. Sonar Echo Sounding Equipment.

No damage to fathometer.

0. Loran Navigation Equipment.

Loran antenna was blown down. No damage to equipment.
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CONFIQENTII
P. Power Supplies (Motor generators and filters).

All radar motor generators were in full operating condition.

All radio power supplies were in full operating condition.

Q. Television and Teletype Equipment.

None installed.

R. Test Equipment (Including frequency meters).

The equipment was knocked around badly where not firmly
secured, causing minor damage.

S. Instrumentation. *
Apparently none of the instruments placed on board suffered

3 any damage. The success of the instruments in obtaining the desired
data is not known.

T. Telephone Equipment.

No damage.

U. Direction Finders (Radio).

None installed.

V. Spare Parts.

A high percentage of spare parts were damaged where stowed
A n boxes or cabinets which were not securely fastened to the bulkhead
or deck. One cabinet was knocked over, breaking a large number of.

tubes. Where the stowage was secure very little damage occurred.
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Defense Special Weapons Agency
"6801 Telegraph Road

Alexandria, Virginia 22310-3398

TRC 10 April 1997

MEMORANDUM FOR DEFENSE TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER
ATTENTION: OMI/Mr. William Bush

SUBJECT: Declassification of Reports

The Defense Special Weapons Agency (formerly Defense Nuclear
Agency) Security Office has reviewed and declassified the
following reports:

AD-366718" XRD-32-Volume 3

AD-366726- XRD-12-Volume 2

AD-366703.- XRD-16-Volume 1

AD-366702- XRD-14-Volume 2

AD-376819L" XRD-17-Volume 2

AD-366704- XRD-18

AD-367451V XRD-19-Volume 1

AD-36670("ýF XRD-20-Volume 2 FD- 366706-

AD-376028L- XRD-4

AD-366694- XRD-l

AD-473912 XRD-193

AD-473891- XRD-171

AD-473899- XRD-163

AD-473887- XRD-166

SAD-473888- XRD-167

AD-473889 - XRD-168



TRC 10 April 1997

SUBJECT: Declassification of Reports

AD-B197749 XRD-174

AD-473905- XRD-182

AD-366719- XRD-33 Volume 4

AD-366700• XRD-10

AD-366712- XRD-25 Volume 1

AD-376827Lo XRD-75

AD-3667561 XRD-73

AD-366757, XRD-74

AD-366755' XRD-72

AD-366754" XRD-71

AD-366710"( XRD-23 Volume 1

AD-366711- XRD-24 Volume 2

AD-366753* XRD-70

AD-366749- XRD-66

AD-366701" XRD-I1

AD-366745 XRD-62.

All of the cited reports are now approved for public
release; distribution statement "A" applies.

ARDITH JARRkTT
Chief, Technical Resource Center

copy furn: FC/DSWA (DASIAC)
KSC


